Each year at Christmas, we deliver over 1,500 Christmas Food Baskets to needy Indian families on the surrounding reservations. These baskets are nothing fancy, just basic food items to feed a family of four for about a week. The baskets include a turkey, stuffing, potatoes, rice, flour, raisins, and over a dozen other basic food items. To find out how you can donate one of these wonderful Christmas Food Baskets to a needy Native American family in the name of one of your friends or relatives, be sure to read our letter on pages 50-51!

Give a Christmas Basket!

A. Willow Cowl Reversible Tunic – From dynamic red to cool, elegant gray—you get two stylish Tunics for the price of one! With the incredible versatility of the Willow Cowl Reversible Tunic, this will be your go-to garment for the entire fall and winter seasons! (60% Cotton 40% Rayon) #8601 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $89

B. American Indian Christmas – Native American singing sensation, Jana, selects ten traditional Christmas classics and sings them in ten different Indian languages. With the voice of an angel, Jana brings a freshness and creativity to such seasonal standards as O Holy Night, What Child Is This, Joy To The World, and Silent Night. A truly beautiful and original Christmas album! #8997 Compact Disc $17

C. Indian Corn Earrings – Adorn yourself with authentic Navajo hand-beaded Indian Corn Earrings! #111208 (2½” Diam.) $26

D. Wintertime Deer Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) #10529 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 #10530 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10560 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
The primary purpose of our catalog is to raise funds for our many philanthropic projects, as well as to provide a marketplace for authentic Indian-made jewelry, pottery, carvings, and other handcrafts. Due to the hand-made nature of these items, there may be some variations between the item as pictured and the actual item you receive. We also feature many other items such as books, CDs, DVDs, and apparel, which are not Indian made. All of the T-shirts we feature are printed and dyed here in America, while some of the other apparel is imported.

To Our Customers

Spider Web Opal Jewelry
Stunning lab Opal features a distinctive spider web look with enhanced stability. Natural light refraction creates the unique web patterns. Sterling Silver settings.

A. Diamond Shape Inlay Earrings – #11182 (Pierced Only) $108
B. Oval Inlay Pendant – (#12162) $99
C. Cuff Bracelet – (#3332) $249
(#9053) Spider Web Opal Earring, Pendant and Bracelet Set $439

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723

D. Texas Rose Large Bucket Tote – Zip Top Bucket Tote features gorgeous hand-tooled golden leather with sand-colored leather inlay accents. Includes 8" handles as well as a 24" adjustable shoulder strap. Inside has a zipper compartment and open pouches. Each Texas Rose Leather Tote is made by hand, one at a time, in Paraguay.
#7605 (11.5" x 9" x 5") $198

E. Texas Rose Wallet – Ladies tri-fold wallet with snap closure. Full leather inside contains a flap for a checkbook, 13 card slots, and 5 compartments. Back has a zipper coin pocket. Each Wallet is made by hand, one at a time, by descendants of the Guarani Indian tribe.
#7606 (7 1/2" x 4") $98
(#9054) Texas Rose Bucket Tote & Wallet Set $284

F. Jackrabbit Carving – Preserving a traditional art form pioneered by the Seri Indians, this charming Jackrabbit (immediately distinguishable by his amazing ears) has been hand-carved from dense Ironwood by native artists still working and living in the Sonoran Desert of northern Mexico.
#5046 (5" Tall) $42

G. Hide & Seek Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10517 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10518 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10551 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49
A. Grand Canyon Jewel Jacket – Two classic Jackets in one! The reversible cuff-link style button and stand up collar of this timeless style add sophistication that can be dressed up or down. The slight curves and length of this jacket provide an always flattering and comfortable fit. Travel friendly, the Grand Canyon Jewel Jacket doesn’t wrinkle and provides two outfits in one as it can be reversed for a completely different look. Proudly made in America! (55% Polyester 45% Rayon) #8608 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $129

Navajo Inlay Rings – Intricately cut and inlaid, we are proud to offer you these finely crafted Navajo Inlay Rings featuring four different stones: Sleeping Beauty Turquoise, Tiger Eye/Onyx combo, Red Coral, and Lapis, each set in Sterling Silver. Mens Sizes: 8.5–11.5 by half sizes; Ladies Sizes: 5.5–8 by half sizes; Please Note: These are Custom Orders so please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

B. (#3521) Mens Sterling Turquoise Ring $189
(#3522) Ladies Sterling Turquoise Ring $149

C. (#3523) Mens Sterling Tiger Eye/Onyx Ring $189
(#3524) Ladies Sterling Tiger Eye/Onyx Ring $149

D. (#3525) Mens Sterling Red Coral Ring $189
(#3526) Ladies Sterling Red Coral Ring $149

E. (#3527) Mens Sterling Lapis Ring $189
(#3528) Ladies Sterling Lapis Ring $149

F. Moose Socks – Celebrate the majestic Moose with these warm and cozy Moose Socks! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8575 (Fits sizes 9-11) $16

G. Savage Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10509 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10510 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10547 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Maria of Ágreda – Definitive biography of 17th century mystic explores María of Ágreda’s exceptional spirituality which spread from her cloistered convent in 17th century Spain to the royal court in Madrid and beyond. Without leaving her village, the abbess impacted the kingdom, her Church, and the New World. Spanish Hapsburg King Felipe IV sought her spiritual and political counsel for over 22 years. Based upon her transcendent visionary experiences, Sor María chronicled the life of Mary, Mother of Jesus of Nazareth, in Mystical City of God, a work the Spanish Inquisition temporarily condemned. In America, reports emerged that she had miraculously appeared to Jumano Native Americans—a feat corroborated by witnesses in Spain, Texas, and New Mexico, where she is honored today as the legendary “Lady in Blue.” “Marilyn Fedewa has written a stirring portrait of María of Ágreda, a brilliant . . . remarkable player in major spiritual and secular events of [her] age.” — Kenneth A. Briggs, former religion editor for the New York Times

#6967 (Softcover, 337 pp.) $29

B. Turquoise Rosary – Navajo hand-strung Turquoise Stones make up this exquisitely crafted Rosary. Silver plated. (#11206) $295

C. Hummingbird Vase – This ceramic Hummingbird Vase is a wonderful example of Navajo artistry! Starting with a colorful palette of green, gold and rich earthen tones, the Navajo artisan has then hand-etched each white detail into the finished Vase!

#7655 (9” Tall) $89

D. Prowling Cat Sculpture – This stealthy inquisitive Cat looks like he’s about to test out one or two of his nine lives. . . . Realistic Cat Sculpture is hand-carved from Ironwood in the Sonoran Desert of Mexico.

Small Cat Sculpture – #5044 (4” Long) $24
Large Cat Sculpture – #5045 (6½” Long) $54

E. Killers of the Flower Moon – In the 1920s, the richest people per capita in the world were members of the Osage Indian nation in Oklahoma. After oil was discovered beneath their land, they rode in chauffeured automobiles, built mansions, and sent their children to study in Europe. Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed off. . . . In Killers of the Flower Moon, (a New York Times Bestseller and National Book Award Finalist), David Grann revisits a shocking series of crimes that eventually became one of the first major homicide investigations of the newly formed FBI. Based on years of research and startling new evidence, the book is a masterpiece of narrative nonfiction, as each step in the investigation reveals a series of sinister secrets and reversals. But more than that, it is a searing indictment of the callousness and prejudice toward American Indians that allowed the murderers to operate with impunity for so long. Killers of the Flower Moon is an utterly compelling work of non-fiction.

#6965 (Hardcover, 352 pp., photos) $29
A. Nine Lives Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10523 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10524 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10554 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

Native Arrow Collection
Showcase your bohemian style with our new Native Arrow Collection! The rich patina finish over Sterling Silver accentuates the ornate detail of the hand-stamped Native Arrow designs, highlighting the sky blue color of the natural Turquoise stones.

B. Native Arrow Wide Cuff Bracelet – (#3335) $135
C. Native Arrow Cuff Dangle Earrings – (#11187) $72
D. Native Arrow Cuff Bracelet – (#3336) $89
E. Native Arrow Pendant – (#12169) $32
F. Native Arrow Earrings – (#11188) $46

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723

G. Jungle Pain Botanical Pain Therapy – Concentrated blend of natural anti-inflammatory and antioxidant oils revered by ancient cultures across the planet. Spray this mixture of Brazilian copaiba and argan, Australian eucalyptus, Moroccan argan, Israeli nigella seed, meadow foam seed, and peppermint oils on sore and over-exerted joints and muscles for quick pain relief. #4007 (1 oz.) $26

H. Cardinal Feather Earrings – Lonnie and Michelle Cloud are the husband and wife team that create these amazing hand-carved and hand-painted Cardinal Bone Feather Earrings. #11123 (1¼” Long) $49

I. Kokopelli Wall Hanging – Accent your favorite room with this magnificent solid metal Wall Hanging featuring that mischievous flute maestro Kokopelli! Metal is finished with a high-quality, natural fusion finish. #6333 (20½” High) $79

J. Rainbow Red Reversible Cape – With Fall comes a chill in the air—be prepared with this warm and cozy Rainbow Cape. Drapes beautifully over almost anything and is reversible for two bold, beautiful looks! #8604 (100% Acrylic) $95
A. Southwest Applique Jacket – Stunning Southwest Applique Jacket is an opulent combination of corduroy and denim. Applique and bleeding gives it that perfect Southwestern flair. Fully lined.
#7995 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) Was $119 Now $29!

B. Black Kokopelli Plush Jacket – This Microfiber Jacquard Jacket is a delight to wear! The plush fabric is soft and cozy while maintaining an impressive weight and luster. Full zipped. Made in America.
#7804 (XL, 2X) Was $99 Now $39!

C. Apache Bolero Plush Jacket – Saddle up and ride out to check the back 160 or head into town for a little shopping. This plush, soft Mesa Jacket is as versatile as you are! Complete with concha button covers and a suede peggin string. Washable.
#7804 (S, XL, 2X, 3X) Was $89 Now $29!

D. Turquoise Kokopelli Plush Jacket – This Microfiber Jacquard Jacket is a delight to wear! The plush fabric is soft and cozy while maintaining an impressive weight and luster. Full zipped. Made in America.
#7810 (S, M, L, XL) Was $99 Now $39!

E. Stick Horse Long Vest – Go “green”! New Enviro Loop Fabric (which exhibits excellent density while using 50% less fiber) is the basis for this fabulously warm and stylish Stick Horse Long Vest. Superior moisture management for quick evaporation. Made in America.
#7800 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) Was $89 Now $29!
This updated twist on a classic plaid shirt combines bold, beautiful colors that is perfect to wear with denim or dress pants. The modest hemline provides stylish coverage.

A. Canyon Fog Swing Coat – Two classic Swing Coats in one! Subtle striations criss-cross this elegant Canyon Fog Swing Coat, giving it a rich textured look. The unstructured cut is flattering for all figures and comfortable enough to wear with a sleeveless top or heavier sweater. This is an essential layering piece that can be belted, pinned closed or left open for a free-flowing look. Beautifully seamed so the sleeves can be rolled up or left down. Proudly made in America! (55% Polyester/45% Rayon) #8606 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $149

Rainbow Inlay Jewelry
As magical as a rainbow! Spectacular cuts of Turquoise inlaid alongside Purple, Orange, and Red Spiney Oyster—beautifully framed in Sterling Silver. Exquisitely Navajo crafted.

B. Rainbow Earrings – #11183 (Pierced Only) (3/4” Long) $79
C. Rainbow Arrowhead Pendant – #12163 (1 3/8” Long) $169
D. Rainbow Link Bracelet – #3333 (Adjustable) $399
(#9050) Rainbow Earring, Arrowhead Pendant & Link Bracelet Set $632
E. Rainbow Cross Pendant – #12164 (1 5/8” Long) $199

F. Chasing Light – Chasing Light is a testament to the beauty and wonder of our national parks. It is also the story of National Parks Eminent Photographer Frank Lee Ruggles. Frank has traveled to all fifty states, hiked over 15,000 miles, venturing off the grid, disappearing into pristine wilderness for days at a time, capturing the unseen wonder of America with nothing but 42 pounds of camera gear on his back. Featuring sixty-four of America’s natural wonders including Yellowstone National Park, Grand Canyon National Park, Gettysburg National Military Park, and Denali National Park, Chasing Light shares Ruggles’s favorite images from his personal collection. #6956 (Hardcover, 256 pages) $49

G. Guardian Of The North Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) #10525 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32  #10526 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10555 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49
White Buffalo Jewelry — Considered by some geologists to be a kind of albino Turquoise, the White Buffalo Stone is as versatile as it is gorgeous — especially when adorned with authentic Sterling Silver settings!

B. White Buffalo Bracelet — #3212 (Specify Wrist Size — Add $8 for each full size over 6) $99

C. White Buffalo Earrings — #1125 (1” Long) $77

D. White Buffalo Pendant — #3698 (1½” Long) (Silver Necklace sold separately) $64

E. Twenty Strand Liquid Silver Necklace — #3699 (24” Long) $119

F. White Buffalo Ring — #5559 (Specify Ring Size) $59

(#9275) Bracelet, Earring, Pendant & Ring Set (Necklace not included) $289
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A. Mediterranean Coral Earrings – Quirried from the Mediterranean Sea, these vibrant Coral pieces have been handsomely set in Sterling Silver. #11179 (3/4” Long) (Pierced Only) $62

B. Snowflake Earrings – Polished Turquoise pieces set in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #11026 (3/4” Diam.) $49

C. Opal Inlay Heart Earrings – Shimmering pieces of Lab Opal inlaid in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #1209 (1/8” Diameter) $29

D. Sea Coral Earrings – Red Sea Coral pieces set in Sterling Silver. #11027 (Pierced Only) (1/8” Diam.) $49

E. Turquoise Flower Earrings – Delicate Turquoise petals set in Sterling Silver mounts. #106 (1/8” Diameter) (Pierced Only) $27

F. Shamrock Earrings – Turquoise stones set in Sterling Silver. #102 (1/4” Long) $24

G. Denim Earrings – Denim Lapis Stones with Sterling Silver mounts. #2120 (1/8” Diam.) $39

H. Robin Egg Earrings – Turquoise stones set in Sterling Silver. #109 (Pierced Only) $15

I. Multi-Color Inlay Earrings – Spiney Oyster, Turquoise, Jet and Gaspeite inlaid in Sterling Silver. #11071 (1/8” Long) $119

J. Zuni Sunface Earrings – White Shell, Coral, Jet, and Turquoise inlaid in the Zuni Sunface pattern. Sterling Silver mounts. #107 (1/8” Diameter) $19

K. Oyster Shell Earrings – Reconstituted Spiney Oyster Shell set in Sterling Silver mounts. #110 (1/8” Diameter) (Shell Color May Vary) $32

L. Turquoise Triangle Earrings – Inlaid triangular Turquoise stones create a dazzling zig-zag pattern in Sterling! #111 (1” Long) (Pierced Only) $45

N. Zuni Needlepoint Earrings – World famous for their exquisite Needlepoint Jewelry, these intricately crafted Earrings come direct from the Zuni Indian Pueblo! Delicate Turquoise set in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) (2/1/4” Long) (#11067) $139

M. Atlas of the North American Indian – This definitive Atlas, now in its third edition, chronicles the travel and experiences of Native Americans from the first voyage to North America to the present day. This edition now features a bold full-color format and is bolstered by more than 120 full-color, detailed maps that cover important locations for American Indians, as well as highlighting their interactions with European colonists and other non-Native people. In addition, the updated text details the history, traditions, conflicts, land cessions, and contemporary ways of life for American Indians. This informative book is enhanced by more than 140 full-color and black-and-white photographs and illustrations of the people, places, and artifacts important in the history of Native America. Invaluable appendixes include a chronology of North American Native prehistory and history, a list of contemporary Indian nations in the United States, a list of contemporary Canadian First Nations, and a list of major Native place-names in the United States and Canada. A glossary, a bibliography, and indexes are also included. #5235 (Softcover, 464 pages) $30

O. Warrior Wolf Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) #10400 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 #10401 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10428 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
   #8073 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $69

B. Lace-Trimmed Purple Top – Soft Rayon Top has lace-trimmed V-neck with silver sequin and bead accents. 3/4 sleeves and side slits at the hem.
   #8074 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $29

C. Reversible Jewel Tone Patch Skirt – Multi-tiered, all cotton Patch Skirt reverses to solid purple and features a comfortable elasticized waist. Hand wash.
   #8075 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $57
   (#9699) Reversible Jewel Tone Patch Jacket, Top & Skirt Set $147

D. Ladies Moosehide Moccasins – From the Huron Indian Tribe in Quebec, Canada come these marvelously crafted Ladies Moccasins! Genuine Moosehide Leather with cushioned soles. The last word in comfort and warmth! #7690 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $109

E. Inlay Dangle Earrings – Intricate Inlay Dangle Earrings of Jet, Turquoise, Coral, and White Shell inlaid in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #1271 (2 1/4" Long) $99

F. Purple Hummer Socks – Let your nose for fashion guide you to these wildly colorful Purple Hummer Socks! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8528 (Fits sizes 9-11) $13

G. Father Sky & Mother Earth Sand Painting – Navajo-crafted Sand Painting featuring the traditional figures of Father Sky & Mother Earth who appear in many of the Navajo healing ceremonies. Double-matted, with solid Oak Frame.
   #514 (8" x 10") $45

ORDER ONLINE
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
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One of the critical challenges facing poor and isolated reservation areas is providing healthy activities for young people. The Tohatchi Fighting Back Program in Tohatchi, New Mexico provides children and adolescents with several recreational and community service-oriented projects to keep them engaged and challenged. Everything from cleaning and maintaining the senior citizens center, to delivering meals on wheels, to playing summer baseball gives these kids a fighting chance in a high risk environment. SWIF is proud to be the major sponsor of this vital program.

**C. Patriotic Kitten Shirt** – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)  
#10435 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32  
#10436 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24  
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!  
#10541 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

**D. Rainbow Opal Teardrop Cross** – A myriad of subtle hues set off this alluring Rainbow Opal Teardrop Cross composed of Lab Opal stones set in Sterling Silver. Complete with 16” Sterling Silver Chain. #6720 (1 ¼” Long) $49

**E. Rainbow Opal Loop Earrings** – Matching Loop Earrings of Lab Opal stones. (⅛” Diam.) #1213 (Pierced Only) $49  
(#9433) Rainbow Opal Teardrop Cross & Earring Set $89
A. **Misterio Gaze Shirt** – Artist Dean Russo is famous for his bold, abstract portraits of cats and dogs, and his commitment to animal rescue and pet adoption. Show your support with this Misterio Gaze Shirt! (100% Cotton)

- #10406 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
- #10407 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
- Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!

#10538 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

B. **Buffalo Bird Girl** – This fascinating picture book biography tells the childhood story of Buffalo Bird Woman, a Hidatsa Indian born around 1839. Through her true story, readers will learn what it was like to be part of this Native American community that lived along the Missouri River in the Dakotas, a society that depended more on agriculture for food and survival than on hunting. Children will relate to Buffalo Bird Girl’s routine of chores and playing with friends, and they will also be captivated by her lifestyle and the dangers that came with it. Using as a resource the works of Gilbert L. Wilson, who met Buffalo Bird Woman and transcribed her life’s story in the early 20th century, award-winning author-illustrator S. D. Nelson has captured the spirit of Buffalo Bird Girl and her lost way of life. The book includes a historical timeline.

#5371 (Hardcover, 50 pages) $20

C. **Playful Kitties Mug** – Generous Stoneware Coffee Mugs are wonderfully functional as well as being original works of art! Original design by celebrated artist, Mara. Hand-engraved and hand-painted in Mexico. (Microwave and Dishwasher Safe)

- #8477 (16 oz.) $24
  - (#9096) Set of Two Playful Kitties Mugs $44
  - (#9097) Set of Four Playful Kitties Mugs $85

D. **Cat Stretching** – Is there any other creature who derives such exquisite satisfaction from a single, therapeutic stretch? Hand-carved from solid Ironwood in Mexico.

- Small Cat – #5155 (5 1/2" Long) $35
- Large Cat – #5040 (8" Long) $69

E. **Ladies Ebony Moccasins** – Hand-fashioned by the Huron Indians of Quebec, these hand-beaded Leather Moccasins are beautifully trimmed with genuine black rabbit fur. Finely crafted quality.

#7394 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $112

---

“All kinds of wonderful stuff. I’ve been wearing my Ebony Moccasins for over three years now, and they are still beautiful. Neat sox too!”

— Annie W, Taos, NM

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Ranchos de Taos Reversible Jacket – Two classic Jackets in one! The reversible cuff-link style button and stand up collar of this timeless style add sophistication that can be dressed up or down. The slight curves and length of this jacket provide an always flattering and comfortable fit. Travel friendly, the Ranchos de Taos Jacket doesn’t wrinkle and provides two outfits in one as it can be reversed for a completely different look. Proudly made in America! (36% Rayon, 33% Polyester, 31% Polypropylene) #8372 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $129

B. Pistachio Cookies – These gourmet White Chocolate Chunk Pistachio Cookies are simply scrumptious! #7303 (12 oz. Bag) $24

C. Cat Jamboree Blanket – A multitude of different cat breeds are represented in this animated Cat Jamboree Blanket! Blanket is made of 100% Cotton, ensuring vibrant colors and a rich, comfortable feel. Proudly woven in America using advanced jacquard weaving techniques, producing a depth and texture not found in traditional home decor. #2913 (54” x 70”) $75

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

D. Ranchos de Taos Reversible Purse – Zipper closure, interior slip pockets, and an exterior pocket that can be reversed for three distinct fashion looks! The Rancho de Taos Reversible Crossbody Purse can easily hold all you need including your wallet, cell phone and glasses — and even your tablet. Adjustable Strap. Dryclean only. #8609 (11”L x 10.5”H X 2”W) $54

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Opal Dragonfly Earrings – Shimmering cuts of synthetic Opal set in Sterling Silver. #11088 (Pierced Only) (¾” Long) $95

B. Opal Dragonfly Pendant – Matching synthetic Opal Pendant, complete with 18” Sterling Silver Chain. #12079 (1” Long) $79

(#9951) Opal Dragonfly Earrings & Pendant Set $167

C. 3-Piece Black & Gold Ensemble – Versatile Three-Piece Black & Gold Ensemble features a solid Chartreuse 2-way front Tank Top with side slits, giving you the option to wear it as a square neck or round neck, coupled with solid Black Straight Pants with a fully elasticized waistline. To complete the ensemble is a long sleeve open Jacket with side slits featuring a Black/Ivory border design with jewel tones and a gold foil finish. Wrinkle free, wash ’n wear for the woman on the go! (90% acetate, 10% spandex) Machine washable. #8208 (XS/S:4-8, S/M:8-12, L/XL:14-18, 2X/3X: 20-24) $139

D. Kokopelli Petroglyph Candle – Light up the night with this charming Kokopelli Petroglyph Candle, with an aromatic Santa Fe Spice scent! #6287 (5½” High) $19

E. Emergence Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10465 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10466 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10539 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

ORDER ONLINE SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

Turquoise Teardrop Jewelry – Exquisite teardrops of Kingman Turquoise set in radiant loops of Sterling Silver.

F. Turquoise Teardrop Earrings – #11143 (1” Long) $59
G. Turquoise Teardrop Bracelet – #3306 (Specify Size) $89
H. Turquoise Teardrop Pendant – #12133 (1¼” Long) $59

(#9618) Turquoise Teardrop Earring, Bracelet & Pendant Set $195
A. Fetish Stack Necklace – A colorful menagerie of stone critters anchored by a splendid, solid Turquoise Turtle! Adorn yourself in a spectacular work of art!

#12008 (32” Long) $169

A Hand Up Not A Handout

Over the past 50 years, the Southwest Indian Foundation has seen considerable growth. But we have always strived to maintain the original intent of our Franciscan founder. First, to recognize the great human potential of each individual; and second, to offer those in need a hand up — not a handout. The SWIF philosophy is strongly opposed to the “handout” approach. To our way of thinking, a mere handout destroys a person’s dignity and self-initiative. We believe that true charity must emphasize self-help in order to restore pride and independence. Only in this way can we truly build a better America for the First Americans.

B. Healing Hands Earrings – Based on ancient petroglyphs, these mysterious Healing Hands seem to reach out across the millennia and touch us. Made of Sterling Silver.

#1252 (1/4” Long) (Pierced Only) $27

C. Healing Hand Pendant – Matching Pendant with an Apple Coral accent stone on one side and Turquoise on the other. Complete with 16” Sterling Chain.

#4196 (11/4” Long) $45

(#9495) Healing Hands Earring & Pendant Set $69

D. Indian Feather Earrings – Lightweight Indian Feather Earrings fashioned from aluminum. Navajo crafted, will never tarnish! (Pierced Only)

#11114 (2 3/4” Long) $27

E. Country Owl Shirt –
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)

#10527 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10528 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!

#10559 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

“This was the first time I have ordered from the Southwest Indian Foundation. I am very pleased. Everything arrived promptly and in good condition. I will order again.”

— Doris Johnson, Loon Lake, WA

ORDER ONLINE
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Four Corners USA – Way out on the Colorado Plateau, two lines cross at right angles, forming the borders of four states. You can stand on this spot and be in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah all at the same time. This book is about the area roughly 150 miles around that point, a land of fantastic rock formations, ancient dwellings, and diverse cultures. Multiple national parks and monuments have been set aside to preserve the Four Corners wonders. And nature’s rainbow of colors paints these vast landscapes and barren badlands where sandstone rock sculptures grace majestic canyons. Join us in a tour of these remarkable places and learn the history of this unforgettable land and its people. “A beautiful and important book, packed to the brim with historical insights, useful tidbits for travelers, and, best of all, a profound appreciation for this unique part of America’s West. The stunning photographs dramatically reflect the majesty and mystery of this unusual landscape and the resilient people who call it home. This is a volume to savor from your armchair or to inspire a trip to see these places firsthand.” — New York Times best-selling author, Anne Hillerman #6964 (Softcover, 104 pp.) $17

C. Grizzly Bear Spirit Blanket – Sue Coccia is an award winning Northwest artist, from Edmonds, Washington. She deftly creates intricate pen and ink drawings, meticulously hand-painted with acrylic paints. Her art conveys her deep love and respect for animals, and helps her honor the thread of Native American heritage on her Grandmother’s side of her family. Using a full palette of brilliant colors, a keen eye for detail, and her lifelong love of animals, Coccia has created a stunning body of work. Be sure to look for her signature ladybug, incorporated into every image, representing good luck, happiness and prosperity. This high-quality Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! #8455 (54” Wide x 70” Long) $75 Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

D. Ladybug Leaf Carving – Zuni artisan, Cheryl Beyuka, is the creator of this whimsical, hand-carved Ladybug, made of Apple Coral, Jet, and Turquoise, resting on a delicate leaf of gold Mother of Pearl. #5229 (1½” Long) $69

B. The Mystery of Chaco Canyon DVD – Located in New Mexico, Chaco Canyon is one of the most extensive prehistoric ruins in America. For years archaeologists have assumed that Chaco was primarily an ancient trading center. Now, this nationally broadcast film (narrated by Robert Redford and first aired on PBS,) shows that Chaco was instead a complex ceremonial center, harmonized by extraordinary astronomical alignments of buildings and roads, and elegant light and shadow markings. Aerial and time lapse footage, computer modeling, and interviews with scholars show how the Chacoan culture oriented and located its major buildings in relation to the sun and moon. A fascinating documentary! #6932 (56 Minutes) $29

E. The Journey Is The Renewal Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) #10501 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 #10502 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10558 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49
A. Teal Three-Piece Set – This elegant ensemble is hand-batiked in tones of teal with a touch of gold. Unconstructed, fringed sarong-jacket tops solid teal, long sleeve, scoop neck top. Easy elastic waist skirt with kick pleat; about 36" long. Hand-washable 100% rayon; batik pattern and color may vary slightly. Please Note: Belt is not included. #4085 S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14), XL (14-16), 1X (18-20), 2X (22-24), 3X (24-26) $139

B. Lapis Heart Earrings – Delicate cuts of Lapis set in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #11093 (1/2" Long) $39

C. Lapis Heart Pendant – Matching Pendant of Lapis set in Sterling Silver. Complete with 18" Sterling Chain. #12089 (1/2" Long) $36 (#9965) Lapis Heart Earrings & Pendant Set $69

D. Malachite Heart Earrings – Delicate cuts of Malachite set in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #11094 (1/2" Long) $39

E. Malachite Heart Pendant – Matching Pendant of Malachite set in Sterling Silver. Complete with 18" Sterling Chain. #12090 (1/2" Long) $36 (#9966) Malachite Heart Earrings & Pendant Set $69

F. Cedar Stallion Flute – This handsome 6-hole Stallion Flute is fashioned from Cedar by Navajo artist, Jerry Nez, and ornamented with an intricate hand-burned feather as well as accents around each hole. Finished off with genuine leather straps. Great for both adults and children! #4490 (Approx. 16" Long) $99

G. Navajo Soul Zip Tote Bag – Created in rich desert tones and finished in a hand-rubbed turquoise patina, this Tote will inspire the wandering soul. Multi-colored spots and cutouts revealing layers of leather enhance the vintage design and create dimensional depth. Two pockets on the back are large enough to accommodate large cell phones. Each Tote features cotton lining, an interior zip pocket, and accessory pouches. 100% hand-tooled, full grain leather. #7573 (13" x 10.5" x 4.5") $228

H. Navajo Soul Wallet – Matching tri-fold Wallet with snap closure, back zipper coin pockets, 13 card slots, and 5 compartments. 100% hand-tooled, full grain leather. #7400 (7 1/2" x 4") $89 (#9615) Navajo Soul Tote Bag & Wallet Set $309

“...the items that I ordered are going to make wonderful Christmas presents. They are high quality and hopefully the recipients of these gifts will be very happy with my choice.”

– Mary Ann DeFrancesco, Staten Island, NY
**Native Friendship Bracelets** – These handsome hand-woven Bracelets were designed and crafted right here at the Southwest Indian Foundation by our Native American staff. We started this program as a sign of friendship between our people and our supporters. Each Friendship Bracelet comes with a Sterling Silver feather clasp as a symbol of protection.

A. (#4000) Native Rope Bracelet $22  
B. (#4001) Classic Diné Bracelet $22  
C. (#4002) Navajo Arrow Bracelet $22  
D. Canyonlands Tote Bag – This colorful Canyonlands Tote Bag is Jacquard woven to ensure a rich, dynamic, textured look. Proudly Made In America! (100% Cotton)  
#2897 (Approx. 17” x 17”) $45

**F. Eleven Hidden Eagles Shirt** –  
Can you find all 11 Hidden Eagles on this Shirt? A challenging puzzle as well as an inspiring work of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)  
#10307 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32  
#10308 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

**E. Sacagawea DVD** –  
The most important expedition in U.S. history might have failed but for the heroism of this teenage girl. Taken captive as a child during a raid, adopted into the tribe of her captors and then married off, her adventures have only just begun. After Lewis and Clark journey to her village on assignment from President Jefferson, Sacagawea joins the expedition in seeking a northwest passage to the sea. With live-action cinematography, the Lewis & Clark journey is beautifully reenacted on this high quality DVD, as seen through the eyes of Sacagawea.  
#6924 DVD (80 min.) $25

**G. Roasted Pistachio Nuts** –  
Enjoy the robust flavor of these lightly salted, roasted-in-the-shell Pistachio Nuts, home-grown here in New Mexico.  
#875 (16 oz.) $19

**Green Chile Pistachios** –  
Shelled Pistachios spiced up with fresh green chile, garlic and jalapenos!  
#871 (16 oz.) $24

**Pistachio Sampler** – This Gift Box Pistachio Sampler (not pictured) includes three 8 oz. Burlap Bags of Pistachios Nuts — Green Chile, Red Chile, and Plain Roasted!  
(#7257) $29
For generations, the Huron Indians of Quebec have been handcrafting their traditional footwear—fine Moosehide Moccasins. These genuine Leather Moccasins are hand-laced and (in the case of the Ladies and Childrens) beaded, and feature a cushioned sole. Nothing can beat the comfort of real Leather Moccasins!

**E. Mens Moccasins – #7268** (Specify Size: 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12) $109

**F. Childrens Moccasins – #7198** (Please indicate either Infant Size: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or Child Size: 7, 8, 9, or 10) $45

**G. Ladies Beaded Moccasins – #7267** (Features hand-crafted Beadwork!) (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $109

---

**Southwest Woven Placemats**
Brighten up your table with these high-quality Woven Placemats inspired by Native American designs. Proudly woven in America!
*Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.*

**A. Las Cruces Placemat – #2915** (18” x 13”) $14
(#9614) Set of 4 Las Cruces Placemats $49

**B. Mesilla Placemat – #2904** (17” x 13”) $14
(#9610) Set of 4 Mesilla Placemats $49

**C. Southwest Butte Placemat – #2905** (18” x 13”) $14
(#9611) Set of 4 Southwest Butte Placemats $49

**D. Sandoval Earth Placemat – #2906** (18” x 13”) $14
(#9612) Set of 4 Sandoval Earth Placemats $49

---

**One Day At A Time**

For over two decades, we have been the primary funding source for the Day At A Time facility located in Ft. Defiance, Arizona. Day At A Time was established to assist residents of the Navajo Nation suffering from alcohol and substance abuse addictions. DAAT works with individuals, families and the community to provide education in a variety of areas including alcohol and substance abuse, domestic violence, stress management, relationships, and communication. Currently, DAAT hosts 15 meetings per week—more than any other abuse facility on the Navajo Reservation.

---

Southwest Woven Placemats
Brighten up your table with these high-quality Woven Placemats inspired by Native American designs. Proudly woven in America!
B. Silver Concho Cuff Bracelet –
Chestnut brown leather cuff bracelet, accented with antique silver concho and silver studs. Snap closure has two options. Handmade by descendants of the Guarani Tribe in Paraguay. #7586 (One Size) $49

C. Growling Grizzly Pot – Navajo artist, Paul Lansing, is the creator of this hand-fashioned, hand-painted Grizzly Pot, carved completely in the round.
#5649 (4½" x 6½") $195

D. Corn Maiden Socks – Spring planting, sunshine, showers, fall harvest . . . celebrate the cycles of life with these beautiful Corn Maiden Socks! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable.
#8529 (Fits sizes 9-11) $13

E. Cat Storyteller –
Inspired by memories of her grandparents imparting ancient wisdom in the tradition of Native storytelling, Carol Lucero is a Jemez Pueblo artist who specializes in crafting traditional Jemez Storytellers. Fine sculpting and hand-painting with an eye for detail makes this a wonderful collector’s piece.
#5632 (Approx. 6" Tall) $329

A. Socorro Fiesta Reversible Jacket – Two classic jackets in one! The reversible cuff-link style button and stand up collar of this timeless style add sophistication that can be dressed up or down. The slight curves and length of this jacket provide an always flattering and comfortable fit. Travel friendly, the Socorro Fiesta Jacket doesn’t wrinkle and provides two outfits in one as it can be reversed for a completely different look. Proudly made in America! (36% Rayon, 33% Polyester, 31% Polypropylene)
#8430 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $129

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
**Onyx & Liquid Silver Jewelry**
Elegant Jewelry brings together the bold duet of polished Black Onyx and hand-strung Liquid Sterling Silver. Beautiful! (Small hollow pieces are made of reconstituted onyx.)

**B. Onyx & Liquid Silver Necklace – #370 (16” Long) $89**
**C. Onyx & Liquid Silver Earrings – #259 (2½” Long) $59**
**D. Onyx & Liquid Silver Bracelet – #348 (7” Long) $45**
(#9128) Onyx & Silver Necklace, Earring & Bracelet Set $179

**Southwest Sunset Pottery** – Imbued with the rich, stunning hues of a Southwest sunset, these amazing Pots have been lovingly hand-painted and hand-etched with careful attention to the smallest detail.

**G. Sunset Pot I – #445 (4½” W x 7½” H) $49**
**H. Sunset Pot II – #446 (5” W x 5½” H) $49**
**I. Sunset Pot III – #447 (6½” W x 7¼” H) $89**

**ORDER NOW**
800-504-2723
A. Cat's Cradle Shirt – Folks are sure to do a double-take when they see you wearing this incredibly realistic Cat's Cradle Shirt! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10211 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10212 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Children's Short Sleeve T-Shirt – #10213 (S, M, L, XL) $18
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10386 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

B. The Star People – Sister Girl and her brother Young Wolf wander away from their village and soon find themselves far out in the surrounding prairie. They lie down in the grass and watch the clouds passing above billow to form an eagle, horses, and other creatures. Suddenly, animals begin to race past the children on the ground – followed by a wall of fire! Fleeing along with the frightened beasts, Sister Girl and Young Wolf save themselves by tumbling into a shallow stream. The fire leaves behind ash and a barren, forbidding landscape. The children realize that they are hopelessly lost. Night is coming, how will they get home to their parents? And why are the evening stars dancing so? Drawing upon traditional Lakota art, S. D. Nelson’s illustrations bring to life a memorable new legend about the Star People. #5369 (Hardcover, 36 pages) $18

D. Northern Lights Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10511 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10512 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10548 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

E. Hummingbird Bowl – Hand-etched completely in the round, this amazing Hummingbird ceramic Bowl is completely Navajo-crafted.
#5301 (5 1/4" W x 7 1/4" H) $119

C. Sylph Hummingbird Feather Earrings – Lonnie and Michelle Cloud are the husband and wife team that create these amazing hand-carved and hand-painted Sylph Hummingbird Bone Feather Earrings. #11124 (Pierced Only) (1 3/8" Long) $49

ORDER ONLINE SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

“This catalog has a great assortment of Native American arts and crafts that are perfect for gift giving, or for yourself or your home. I have ordered from them several times and am pleased with their fast shipping and the excellent quality of the items.” — Debra P. Madison, VA
A. Autumn Three-Piece Set – Burnished golds and deep reds merge on a “canvas” of basic black in this classy, 3-piece ensemble featuring a Fringed Shawl, 100% Cotton Tee with 3/4 sleeves and covered button accents, and a flowing A-line Skirt with elastic back waist. Shawl & Skirt: 100% Crinkle Rayon) #8205 S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14), XL (14-16), 1X (18-20), 2X (22-24), 3X (24-26) $139

B. Mother of Pearl Belt – Attractive macrame-woven Wrap Belt made of Nylon Cord accented with genuine Mother of Pearl Shells! (Approx. 76” Long) (#16028) $32

C. Cedar & Sage Gift Pak – Direct from the Land of Enchantment comes this heavenly trio of Cedar & Sage scented Soap, Lotion, and Bath Salts. Makes a wonderful gift! (#765) $24

D. Monogram Sandstone Coasters – This personalized set of four Coasters is made of natural Sandstone, millions of years in the making! And they come handsomely emblazoned with your unique monogram. Complete with metal holder. (Be sure to specify the letter you want on the Coasters) #4913 (4” Diam.) $32

E. Bella Beau Zip Top Tote – Zip Top Half Moon Tote. Tapestry is trimmed with antique brown genuine leather. Inside has a zipper compartment and open pouches. Shoulder Straps: 11” drop. Each Leather Tote is made by hand, one at a time, in Paraguay. #7609 (14” x 11” x 3”) $159

F. Bella Beau Wallet – Ladies tri-fold wallet with snap closure. Tapestry is trimmed with antique brown genuine leather. Full leather inside contains a flap for a checkbook, 13 card slots, and 5 compartments. Back has a zipper coin pocket. Each Wallet is made by hand, one at a time, by descendants of the Guarani Indian tribe. #7610 (7 1/2” x 4”) $79

24 (9056) Bella Beau Zip Top Tote & Wallet Set $229

Combination Stoves
When most people think of the Southwest, they conjure up images of palm trees and swimming pools. But here in the high desert where the Navajo Nation is located, elevations are higher than Denver and at night the temperatures can plunge well below freezing. That’s why we created our Stove Program, whereby we install safe, efficient Combination Wood/Coal Stoves for needy individuals and families. Our Navajo crew works year-round installing these combination stoves – please read the letter on pp. 50-51 to find out how you can help!

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
Plush Unisex Robes – These incredibly plush, extra soft unisex Robes are made from 100% recycled microfiber. So they’re not only the last word in comfort — they’re also 100% Earth-Friendly!

A. (#8345) Sierra Robe (Available in Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL) $64
B. (#8344) Chimayo Robe (Available in Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL) $64

C. Mens Chunky Turquoise Watch – Large chunks of natural Turquoise set in Sterling Silver, with Kokopelli watch face. #4237 (Quartz Movement) $189
D. Ladies Chunky Turquoise Watch – Genuine chunks of natural Turquoise set in Sterling Silver, with Kokopelli watch face. #4238 (Quartz Movement) $169

E. Magenta Oval Dangles – Polished Ovals of rich Magenta-Turquoise, set in Sterling Silver. #11084 (2 1/8” Long) $139

F. Secrets of Native American Herbal Remedies – For centuries, Native American healers have used the gifts of nature to bestow health and healing on those in need. Now, author Anthony Cichoke brings this knowledge to you — exploring more than 100 American herbs, including such newly popular ones as echinacea, ginkgo biloba, ginseng, and goldenseal. In an accessible yet authoritative style, this book provides an overview of the herbs and details their healthful constituents, forms in which they can be purchased, and ways to prepare them. Part Two recommends healing formulas for common conditions, including recipes for therapeutic teas, ointments, washes, gurgles, and more. An invaluable resource! #5351 (Softcover, 274 pages) $20

G. Emma Long Shirt – Our textured cotton Emma Long Shirt features a soft-washed denim color with classic design details such as a turned collar, metal buttons, princess seams, and a gently flared hem. With a beautifully detailed scalloped hem on the bodice and sleeves, Emma is a classic addition to your wardrobe! Stretchy side panels provide extra comfort and movement. (100% Cotton) #8343 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X) $69
A. Cinnabar 3-Piece Pant Set – Exotic pattern, beautiful color. "Drapery" jacket has a refined fit, lapel gracefully cascades all down the front. Solid scoop neck tee; tapered leg pant with trapunto (quilted) waist in front, elastic in back. Pattern placement may vary. Hand-washable crinkle rayon. #4076 S (6-8), M (10-12), L (12-14), XL (14-16), 1X (18-20), 2X (22-24) 3X (24-26) $139

B. Literary Cat Blanket – It’s natural to purr with contentment when you’re surrounded by good books! Blanket is made of 100% Cotton, ensuring vibrant colors and a rich, comfortable feel. Proudly woven in America using advanced Jacquard weaving techniques, producing a depth and texture not found in traditional home decor. #2919 (54" x 70") $75 Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

C. Turquoise Buffalo – Churning up a cloud of dust all the way from the Zuni Indian Pueblo and direct to your door, comes this intricate, hand-fashioned solid Turquoise Buffalo with inset Jet eyes. #5185 (1½“ Long) $53

D. Rainbow Pendant – A rainbow of stones, including Lapis, Turquoise, Spiney Oyster and Denim Lapis make up this dazzling Pendant. #12024 (2½“ Long) $189

E. Twenty Strand Liquid Silver Necklace – #3699 (24“ Long) $119

F. Rainbow Dangles – Matching Dangle Earrings. #11025 (2½“ Long) $95

(#9690) Rainbow Pendant & Dangle Set – (liquid silver necklace not included) $269

G. Twelve Hidden Wolves Shirt – Can you find all 12 Hidden Wolves on this Shirt? A challenging puzzle as well as a captivating work of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)

#10295 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32  #10296 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

Childrens Short Sleeve T-Shirt – #10297 (S, M, L, XL) $18

Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10385 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49
A. **Style and Spice** – The American Southwest is synonymous with robust flavor and bright colors. Now you can bring the fiesta to your own casa! For the very first time in one single-volume cookbook, all aspects of southwest cooking have been gathered. Chef Larry Edwards presents an impressive assortment of recipes from salsas and barbecue sauces to enchiladas and ribs. Make your own condiments, recreate famous cocktails, and prepare regional entrees, salads, sides, and desserts. With over two hundred recipes, divided into four sections—the Southwest Pantry, Southwest Cantina, Southwest Kitchen, and Southwest Oven—there’s a dish for every occasion. “No doubt, author and chef Edwards knows his Southwestern foodstuffs . . . . He emphasizes recipes that are easy to emulate. . . . Novices and just plain Southwestern foodie fans will appreciate the ease of completion.” — Booklist

#6957 (Hardcover, 322 pp.) $25

---

B. **Kokopelli Nightlight** – Let the comforting silhouette of Kokopelli light your way! The metal base is finished in Honey Pinion and the Nightlight is mounted on a cream colored base with an on/off switch. (Bulb included)

(#6266) $19

---

C. **Gaspeite Inlay Heart Pendant** – Delicate cuts of Gaspeite, Jet, and Lab Opal inlaid in Sterling Silver. 16” Sterling Silver Chain.  

#12035 (Pierced Only) (1/2” Diam.) $69

D. **Multi-Color Heart Pendant** – Raised cuts of Spiney Oyster, Gaspeite, Turquoise, and Sugilite in Sterling Silver. 16” Sterling Silver Chain.  

#12036 (Pierced Only) (1/2” Diam.) $69

E. **Turquoise Heart Pendant** – Intricate cuts of Turquoise, Lab Opal, and Jet inlaid Sterling Silver. 16” Sterling Silver Chain.  

#12037 (Pierced Only) (1/2” Diam.) $69

F. **Kokopelli Socks** – Tap your toes to the original “rock” musician! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable.  

#8535 (Fits sizes 9-11) $13

---

G. **Mama Grizzly With Cubs Sculpture** – Continuing a traditional art form pioneered by the Seri Indians, this amazing Grizzly Bear Sculpture has been hand-carved from dense Ironwood by native artists still working and dwelling in the Sonoran Desert of northern Mexico.  

#5047 (Approx. 7” Long x 5” Tall) $129
C. Zuni Turtle Carving – Every turtle carries his house on his back, but few are as colorful as this one! From the Zuni Pueblo comes this captivating Turtle, hand-carved from Fish Stone by artisan, Cheryl Beyuka, and featuring a patchwork “shell” made up of Red Coral, Turquoise, Jet, and White Shell. #5196 (2 1/4” Long) $87

D. Blue Stacking Soup Bowls – These huge Stoneware Soup Bowls are wonderfully functional as well as being colorful works of art! Original design by celebrated artists, Padilla & Prado. Hand-finished and fired in Mexico. (Microwave and Dishwasher Safe) (#8478) (20 oz.) $26
(#9098) Set of Two Soup Bowls $47
(#9099) Set of Four Soup Bowls $87

White Buffalo Jewelry – Considered by some geologists to be a kind of albino Turquoise, this handsome white stone is fast becoming a legend. Combined with Sterling Silver, the result is a chic, classic look, suitable for casual or dressy.

E. White Buffalo Earrings – #1099 (1” Long) $124

F. White Buffalo Bracelet – #3190 (Specify Wrist Size – Add $8 for each full size over 6) $135

G. White Buffalo Ring – #5549 (Specify Size) $89

H. White Buffalo Pendant – #3768 (1 1/4” Long) (Liquid Silver Necklace sold separately) $107

I. Liquid Silver Necklace – #372 (30” Long) $199
(#9197) White Buffalo Earring, Bracelet, Ring & Pendant Set (Silver Necklace not included) $439

A. Sitting Bull: Lakota Warrior and Defender of His People – Sitting Bull (c. 1831–1890) was one of the greatest Lakota/Sioux warriors and chiefs who ever lived. From Sitting Bull’s childhood—killing his first buffalo at age 10—to being named war chief, to leading his people against the U.S. Army, Sitting Bull: Lakota Warrior and Defender of His People brings the story of the great chief to life. Sitting Bull was instrumental in the war against the invasive wasichus (white men) and was at the forefront of the combat, including the Battles of Killdeer Mountain and the Little Bighorn. He and Crazy Horse were the last Lakota/Sioux to surrender their people to the U.S. government and submit to living on a reservation. Celebrated author and illustrator S. D. Nelson interperses archival images with his own artwork, inspired by the ledger-art drawings of the nineteenth century Lakota. Through the art and riveting story, Nelson conveys how Sitting Bull clung to his belief that the Lakota were a free people meant to live, hunt, and die on the Great Plains.

#5374 (Hardcover, 56 pages) $22

B. Golden Boy Blanket – Emblazoned with an inspirational quote from the Psalms, this gorgeous Throw Blanket is the perfect gift for that special horse lover. Proudly woven in America using advanced Jacquard weaving techniques, producing a depth and texture not found in traditional home decor.

#2918 (53” x 53”) $69

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
Meditation CDs by John Huling – John Huling is a true musician. His music is spiritually stirring and has a unique healing quality. Many have remarked that listening to John’s music transports them to a peaceful place. We have been proud partners with John for nearly a quarter of a century; more important, John Huling has been a great friend. He and his wife, Joni, are presently suffering some medical problems. In honor of our friendship and our 25 year bond, we are bringing you all six of John’s wonderful CDs, available individually or in specially priced sets.

A. Winter Solstice: Southwest Meditations (#9038) $17
B. Plateau of Dreams: Meditations Under a Harvest Moon (#9039) $17
C. North Star Meditations: Music for Healing the Spirit (#1864C) $17
D. Under Desert Skies (#8993) $17
E. Southwest Passages (#9027) $17
F. Sleeping Desert (#9028) $17

SET I – #9626 (Winter Solstice; Plateau of Dreams, North Star Meditations) $45
SET II – #9627 (Under Desert Skies; Southwest Passages, Sleeping Desert) $45

G. Navajo Rug Pot – Inspired by the bold weaving patterns of traditional Navajo Rugs, this Navajo-crafted ceramic Pot has been pains-takingly hand-painted, hand-etched and kiln fired. #7647 (10” Tall) $96

H. Harvest Moon Zip-Top Tote – Steeped in vintage authenticity, this zip-top bucket tote is made of hand-stained, hand-tooled 100% full grain Leather. Richly accented with leather lacing and a silver floral concho. Inside has a zipper compartment and open pouches. Shoulder straps with 11” drop. Each piece is made by hand, one at a time. #7582 (12” x 10” x 4”) $224

I. Harvest Moon Wallet – Matching tri-fold wallet with spring snap closure. Full leather inside contains a flap for checkbook, 13 card slots, and 5 compartments. Back has a zipper coin pocket. #7583 (7½” x 4”) $89

(#9043) Harvest Moon Tote & Wallet Set $298

“I want to thank you for the excellent service. I ordered the item shortly before Christmas and received it in time. I have never been disappointed by your service or items ordered.”
— Arlene Wormuth, Greene, NY

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
Cutwork Tunic – Whether you’re tracking a dragon through a dark forest or just heading out to the local mall, this Tunic is the perfect fit! As stylish as it is comfortable — this Cutwork Tunic has just a hint of the “medieval” about it. The ideal accessory for your favorite pair of jeans! (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) (100% Cotton)

A. (#8197) Denim Cutwork Tunic – $59
B. (#8218) Burgundy Cutwork Tunic – $59

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723

C. Grizzly Growl Shirt –
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL)
#10225 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10226 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Childrens Short Sleeve T-Shirt – #10227 (S, M, L or XL) $18
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10344 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

D. Mens China Mountain Turquoise Watch –
Large chunks of spider-veined China Mountain Turquoise set in Sterling Silver.
#4250 (Quartz Movement) $199

E. Ladies China Mountain Turquoise Watch –
Genuine chunks of China Mountain Turquoise set in Sterling Silver. #4251 (Quartz Movement) $155

Leave A Lasting Legacy
A last will or bequest is a beautiful way to leave a lasting legacy for your Native American brothers and sisters here in the desert Southwest. Each year, the Southwest Indian Foundation is blessed with wills and bequests from generous individuals like you that allow us to continue our critical work. From education and home renovation to alcohol rehabilitation and shelters for women and children — wills and bequests are a critical fuel for our many self-help initiatives. To receive more information on leaving the Foundation in your will, write us at: Southwest Indian Foundation, Post Office Box 307, Gallup, NM, 87305.
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A. Our Lady of Guadalupe Blanket – On December 9, 1531, the Blessed Virgin Mary appeared to a Mexican peasant named Juan Diego, leaving an image of herself imprinted on his cloak. This miraculous tilma survives today at the Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe near Mexico City, where 20 million pilgrims visit each year! We are proud to reproduce this miraculous image on this high-quality Blanket of 100% Cotton. This blanket is proudly woven in America using advanced Jacquard weaving techniques, ensuring vibrant colors and a rich, comfortable feel. #2916 (54” x 70”) $75

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

B. Wild Wisdom – A sort of Aesop’s Fables gone native, Wild Wisdom relies on a variety of scholars to retell traditional stories from the Diné, Zuni, Apache, Tohono O’odham, Sioux, and other cultures. An impatient coyote creates the night sky’s confusion of stars. The allure of a blue raven’s egg turns the Zuni people into desert dwellers. Hummingbird gathers nectar to heal fellow birds. Combined with strong artwork, each one makes for a fine bedtime story. — New Mexico Magazine #6950 (Hardcover, 104 pp.) $15

C. Ironwood Horned Toad – Continuing a traditional art form pioneered by the Seri Indians, this whimsical Horned Toad has been hand-carved from dense Ironwood by native artists still working and dwelling in the Sonoran Desert of northern Mexico. Small Horned Toad – #5052 (3” Long) $19

Large Horned Toad – #5053 (5” Long) $39

D. Kokopelli Spinner – Dazzling Kokopelli Spinner is made of solid metal with a copper transparent finish. Comes complete with swirl hook that allows the spinner to turn 360 degrees. Available in two sizes. #6271 (6” diameter) $19

#6275 (10” diameter) $29

E. Sharing the Skies: Navajo Astronomy – Sharing the Skies provides a look at traditional Navajo astronomy, including the constellations and the unique way in which Navajo people view the cosmos and their place within it. In addition, this book offers a comparison of Navajo astronomy with the Greek (Western) perceptions. Beautifully illustrated with original paintings from a Navajo artist and scientifically enhanced with NASA photography. #5361 (Softcover, 96 pp.) $16

F. Mens Jet Inlay Watch – Intricate pieces of Black Jet inlaid in Sterling Silver. #4291 (Quartz Movement) $229

G. Ladies Jet Inlay Watch – Black Jet inlaid in Sterling Silver. #4292 (Quartz Movement) $139
Mercury Dime & Feather Earrings – Capture a piece of the past with this unique jewelry made of actual Mercury Head Dimes and Sterling Silver Feathers!

B. Mercury & Feather Earrings (#11154) $32
   Mercury Earrings (Without Feathers) (#11154NF) $27
C. Mercury & Feather Pendant (#12145) $39
   (9041) Mercury & Feather Earrings & Pendant Set (11154 & 12145) $65

D. Hopi Maiden Carving – This stunningly intricate Hopi Maiden is hand-carved from Deer Antler, and ornamented with tiny stones of Turquoise, Jet and Coral. #5210 (2" Tall) $129

E. Great Speeches by Native Americans – Remarkable for their eloquence, depth of feeling, and oratorical mastery, these 82 compelling speeches encompass five centuries of Indian encounters with nonindigenous people. Graced by forceful metaphors and vivid imagery expressing emotions that range from the utmost indignation to the deepest sorrow, these addresses are deeply moving documents that offer a window into the hearts and minds of Native Americans as they struggled against the overwhelming tide of European and American encroachment. This edition, with informative notes about each speech and orator, will prove indispensable to anyone interested in Native American history and culture. #6955 (Softcover, 240 pages) $12

F. Star Concho Cuff Bracelet – Chestnut brown leather bracelet, accented with a large decorative star concho and silver studs. Snap closure has two options. Handmade by descendants of the Guarani Tribe in Paraguay. #7587 (One Size) $49

G. Carnation Knee Socks – These multi-colored knee socks are unmatched both in design and quality! Warm and colorful and eco-friendly: these unique socks are knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America! #8548 (Womens Small: 6-8; Medium: 8-10; Large: 10-12) $27
A. Encyclopedia of Native American Tribes – This is the third edition of a comprehensive reference book that discusses more than 150 Indian tribes of North America, as well as prehistoric peoples and civilizations. From Abenaki to Zuni, this incredible work is organized alphabetically by Indian tribe or group. The informative, accessible text summarizes the historical record — such as locations, migrations, contacts with non-Indians, wars — and includes present-day tribal affairs. This revised edition updates tribal histories to the end of the 20th century. The book also covers traditional Indian lifeways, including diet, housing, transportation, tools, clothing, art, legends, and rituals, as well as language families. “...a first-class, accurate, well-illustrated reference work.” — American Reference Books Annual (270 original color illustrations, 11 color maps) #5241 (Softcover, 368 pp., 8 1/2” x 11”) $29

B. Naja Oval Braid Earrings – Classy Earrings made up of Turquoise stones set in Sterling Silver. #139 (3/4” Long) $89

C. Denim Earrings – Denim Lapis Stones with Sterling Silver mounts. #2120 (1/2” Diam.) $39

D. Dream Catcher Earrings – Capture your dreams with these Sterling and Turquoise Earrings! #141 (2 1/2” Long) $95

Dream Catcher Pendant – #400 (Not pictured) Pendant with Chain. $49 (#907) Dream Catcher Earring & Pendant Set $137

E. Nugget Bracelet – Turquoise stones set in Sterling Silver. #321 (Specify Wrist Size – Add $8 for each full size over 6) $129

F. Shadowbox Earrings – Turquoise Earrings with an Old West flair. #244 (1” Long) $39

G. Shadowbox Pendant – With 18” Sterling Silver chain. #371 (1” Long) $29 (#962) Shadowbox Earring & Pendant Set $62

H. Teardrop Turquoise Bracelet – Teardrop-shaped Turquoise Stones set in Sterling Silver. #3209 (Specify Wrist Size – Not available in sizes over 6) $189

I. Shield Dangle Earrings – These beaded Earrings conjure up the colorful raiment of the Plains Indians! #134 (2 1/2” Long) (Pierced Only) $59

J. Ancient Horses Throw Blanket – Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming embrace, this huge Ancient Horses Throw Blanket will make a beautiful addition to your lodge, retreat, office or home! Inspired by ancient petroglyphs, this gorgeous Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! #2900 (54” Tall x 70” Wide) $75

K. Ancient Horses Pillow – Ancient Horses Pillow is proudly made in America! #2901 (17” High x 17” Wide) $47 (#9608) Ancient Horses Throw Blanket & Two Pillow Set $159

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery of Throw Blankets and Pillows.
A. Black Elk’s Vision: A Lakota Story – Black Elk’s Vision provides a unique perspective on American history. Black Elk was a Lakota-Oglala medicine man who lived from 1863 until 1950. The cousin of Crazy Horse, Black Elk was involved in the battles of the Little Bighorn and Wounded Knee. He also travelled to New York and Europe as part of Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show. Most important, however, was the vision he had as a young boy which shaped his life. Through the medicine man’s own words, as well as historical documentation, author S.D. Nelson brings to life what it was like to be Native American in the mid to late 19th century and early 20th century. The native people found their land overrun by the Wha-shi-choos or White Man, the buffalo slaughtered for sport, and their people gathered onto reservations. Interspersing archival images with his own artwork, Nelson conveys how Black Elk clung to his childhood vision, which planted the seeds to help his people—and all people—understand their place in the Circle of Life. #6946 (Hardcover, 48 pages) $22

B. Southwest Pottery Wall Hanging – Decorate your favorite room with this magnificent solid metal Wall Hanging featuring a dynamic row of Southwest Pots. Southwest Pottery Wall Hanging is finished with a high-quality, color fusion finish.

Please Note: This item cannot be shipped to a PO Box. #7924 (36” Wide) $139

C. White Buffalo Inlay Pendant – Black-veined White Buffalo, set off with slivers of Lab Opal and Jet make up this beautiful Inlay Pendant, complete with 16” Sterling Silver Chain. #4228 (1” Long) $99

D. White Buffalo Inlay Earrings – Matching White Buffalo Inlay Earrings. #11014 (¾” Long) (Pierced Only) $112

(#9647) White Buffalo Pendant & Earring Set $199

E. Butterfly Floral Socks – Wing your way to beauty and comfort with these Butterfly Floral Socks! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8536 (Fits sizes 9-11) $13

F. Zuni Lizard Pot – Hand-fashioned and hand-painted completely in the round, this unique Lizard Pot is proudly Zuni-crafted. #5627 (6” Tall) $129

G. Southwestern Dry Skin Therapy – From the heart of the Southwest, this timeless formula of beeswax, vitamin E, and oils of almond, olive, wheat germ, and grape seed is infused with sap from our native Piñon pine. This amazing salve is re-created from traditional Navajo salves and has the subtle scent of the New Mexico high desert. Great for racked feet, dry cuticles, and rough and dry skin patches. #4006 (2 oz.) $18
Plush Unisex Robes – These incredibly plush, extra soft “His and Her” Robes are made from 100% recycled microfiber. So they’re not only the last word in comfort — they’re also 100% Earth-Friendly!

A. (#8264) Los Alamos Robe (Available in Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL) $64
B. (#8265) Cedar Run Robe (Available in Two Sizes: S/M or L/XL) $64

C. Little Stinker – Despite his reputation for anti-social behavior — we couldn’t help falling in love with this little guy! Skunk fetish is Zuni hand-carved from Jet, Turquoise and White Shell. #5204 (Approx. 2” Long) $59

D. Silver Thunderbird Key Ring – #742 (2 1/4” Long) $35

E. Inlay Thunderbird Key Ring – Turquoise, White Shell, Jet, Coral and Pink Shell inlaid in Sterling Silver. #743 (2 3/8” Long) $49

F. Navajo Sand Painting Keepsake Box – This beautiful Navajo Keepsake Box is constructed of solid Oak and features a Sand Painting of the traditional Navajo image of the “Female Ye’ii with Corn and Sun.” Beautiful! #487 (5” x 7”) $45

G. Flag Bearing Eagle Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10455 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10456 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10482 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

H. Ironwood Fishing Grizzly Key Ring – Hand-carved from Ironwood by natives of the Sonoran Desert. (#5057) $15

ORDER ONLINE SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723

order online southwestindian.com
order now 800-504-2723
For over twenty years, the National Indian Youth Leadership Association has been active on our area reservations, providing leadership programs for young Native Americans. SWIF has worked closely with NIYLA in sponsoring camps, leadership workshops, CPR training, and search and rescue orientation. The philosophy of this program is to instill skills and confidence in our youth and teach them to become community servants. This is a rich and vital program especially in poor reservation communities where little in the way of positive outlets exist for young men and women.

A. Lizard Kachina – The Lizard Kachina is a symbol of love, conservation and agility. He is viewed as an advisor to quarreling sweethearts, uniting those that are in love. Hand-carved from aspen and fixed on a cedar pedestal, this spectacular Kachina is hand-painted down to the smallest detail and adorned with rabbit fur and deerskin. Authentic Navajo-crafted, complete with artisan’s signature and Navajo census number. #8400 (Approx. 12” Tall) $89

B. Sterling Cut-Out Cross – Classic elegance defines this Sterling Silver Cut-Out Cross. Complete with 18” Sterling Silver chain. #12092 (1½” Long) $49

C. Turquoise Feather Pendant – Delicate cuts of Turquoise inlaid in a Feather of Sterling Silver. Complete with 20” Sterling Silver chain. #12093 (1½” Long) $99

D. Sterling Rope Cross – Handsome, sturdy “Rope Cross” of Sterling Silver. Complete with 18” Sterling Silver chain. #12094 (1½” Long) $57

E. Anasazi Wrap – (#8340) $54

F. Chimayo Wrap – (#8339) $54

Warm-Me-Up Blanket Wraps – With just a few quick snaps and the pull of a zipper, this plush, oversized blanket becomes a personal Wrap! The ultimate Two In One — Use as a Blanket or wear as a Robe! Super soft, cozy, and warm. (60” x 65”) (90% Acrylic/10% Polyester)

E. Anasazi Wrap – (#8340) $54 F. Chimayo Wrap – (#8339) $54
Sunset Canyon Jewelry – A plunging desert sun splashes incendiary colors against the steep canyon walls as it descends toward the horizon... Picture Jasper, Sierra Black Rock Onyx, and Fire Opal conspire to create this Navajo-crafted Sunset Canyon Jewelry, set in Sterling Silver.

I. Sunset Canyon Earrings – #11126 (Pierced Only) (7/8” Long) $75
J. Sunset Canyon Pendant – #12115 (1 1/4” Long) Complete with 18” Sterling Silver Chain. $169
(#9988) Sunset Canyon Earring & Pendant Set $197

A. Bath Salt Apothecary Set – Our Bath Salt Apothecary Set from the lavender fields of New Mexico allows you to mix and match essential oil infused sea salt for a therapeutic soak. Choose from lavender, lemon, peppermint or eucalyptus and customize the curative and calming properties of these natural oils to your desire. Try a few tablespoons of a relaxing lavender-lemon blend, or maybe lemon-peppermint for a reinvigorating bath. Eucalyptus and peppermint are both wonderful for decongestion and both have anti-inflammatory benefits. (#4016) $39

B. Blue Opal Ladies Watch – Iridescent cuts of dazzling Blue Lab Opal inlaid in Sterling Silver. (#4293) $149
C. Gaspeite Ladies Watch – Gaspeite, Jet, and Lab Opal inlaid in Sterling Silver. (#4294) $149
D. Spiney Oyster Ladies Watch – Red Spiney Oyster, Turquoise, and Jet inlaid in Sterling Silver. (#4295) $149
E. Kingman Turquoise Ladies Watch – Kingman Turquoise, Jet, and Lab Opal inlaid in Sterling Silver. (#4296) $149
F. Tiger Eye Ladies Watch – Tiger Eye, Picture Jasper, and Jet inlaid in Sterling Silver. (#4297) $149
G. Ladies Crimson Leather Moccasins – From the Huron Indian Tribe in Quebec, Canada come these marvelously crafted Ladies Moccasins! Dyed a deep Crimson Red, these Ladies Moccasins are made from genuine Leather with hand-beaded decorations and finished with durable rubber soles. The last word in comfort and warmth! #7702 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $99

H. Triad Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10443 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10444 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10428 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. **America’s National Parks on DVD** – From Yellowstone to the Grand Canyon to Denali and beyond — experience America’s National Parks, breathtakingly filmed in High Definition! Dennis Burkhat has not only filmed every national park during his lifetime, he is the first to film all 58 parks in High Definition. As a young man, Burkhat served as a National Park interpreter. As a producer and director for Questar, PBS, Discovery Channel, NBC, and the Travel Channel, Burkhat has filmed in Nepal, Australia, Alaska, Hawaii, Cook Islands, Easter Island, France, England, Kenya, India, Egypt, and China — documenting cultures, peoples, wildlife, and landscapes. This incredible series delivers the entirety of America’s National Parks like never before! #6944 (3 DVDs, over 6 hours) $39

B. **The Ancient Southwest: A Guide to Archaeological Sites** – Gregory McNamee guides you on a memorable tour through 50 national and state parks, monuments, and other cherished sites in the modern American Southwest. Simultaneously, he leads you far back in time to the era when the earliest human beings lived in what is now Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah. These ancient people left intriguing clues: pueblos, tools, pottery, jewelry, baskets, petroglyphs, pictographs, clothing, kivas, and weavings. From such evidence, archaeologists can reconstruct sophisticated cultures with advanced knowledge of astronomy, architecture, agriculture, and art. In more than 130 spectacular photographs, Larry Lindahl captures the essence of these remarkable locations, including Mesa Verde National Park, Canyon de Chelly National Monument, Navajo National Monument, Chaco Culture National Historic Park, Cedar Mesa National Monument, and many more. #5376 (Softcover, 96 pages) $17

C. **Sterling Stallion Pin** – Charming Navajo-crafted Stallion Pin from cast Sterling Silver. #12102 (17/8" Long) $62

D. **Liquid Silver Necklace** – Liquid light! Thirty strands of hand-strung Sterling flow in a shimmering cataract of Liquid Silver. #372 (30" Long) $199

E. **Liquid Silver Bracelet** – Twenty strands of hand-strung Liquid Sterling Silver create this arresting wrist-wrap Bracelet. #349 (7" Long) $49

F. **Liquid Silver Earrings** – Ten Liquid Sterling Silver strands, as delicate as if lifted from a spider’s web, have been hand-strung to form these flowing Dangle Earrings. #254 (2" Long) $45

(#9125) Liquid Silver Necklace, Bracelet & Earring Set $282

G. **Tales Of Wonder Volumes I and II** – From the Origin of Fire to How Deer Got His Antlers to the Story of the Dream Catcher, this comprehensive DVD features 18 Native American legends and stories. You and your children will be absolutely mesmerized for a full two hours by master Indian storyteller Gregg Howard, an Indian of Cherokee/Powhatan descent who was recently awarded Storyteller of the Year by the Wordcraft Circle of Native Writers and Storytellers. “Nothing compares with the magic of having a storyteller before you... this DVD is the next best thing. Highly recommended.” — Video Librarian #6923 (DVD, 120 minutes) $25
A. Piper Pocket Tangerine Tunic – A refreshing burst of tangerine adds both color and spunk to your spring wardrobe! This washed cotton tunic with crochet trim and eyelet-inspried hem is a classic beauty. The scooped neckline with notched-V detailing gives the tunic a trendy look, while the hidden piper pockets lend one more design detail that adds function to fashion. (100% Cotton) #8328 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $67

B. Humpback Kokopelli Artlite – Charming Humpback Kokopelli Artlite Candle Holder is made of solid, high-quality metal, with a color fusion finish! Complete with glass. (Votive candle sold separately) #6299 (4” High) $19

C. Bright Blanket Socks – Don a pair of these colorful Socks inspired by traditional Southwest Blankets! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8532 (Fits sizes 8-11) $13

D. Bear Claw Key Ring – Sterling Silver and Turquoise make up this handsome Bear Claw Key Ring. #740 (2¼” Long) $39

E. Majestic Moose – One of Nature’s most impressive beasts — the Majestic Moose! Hand-carved from solid Ironwood in Mexico. Small Moose Sculpture – #5034 (4½” Tall) $42 Large Moose Sculpture – #5038 (7½” Tall) $79

F. Lunar Wolf Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
   #10337 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
   #10338 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
   Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
   #10422 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

"People have told me they don’t trust placing orders in catalogs anymore; they have too many problems with sizing and a hassle having to send items back. I put myself in your hands and you never let me down... Keep up the fantastic job!"
   — Linda Okon, Washington, MI
Seraphanite Jewelry – Seraphanite Gemstones are primarily a deep green color, with feathery inclusions of silver-colored iridescent formations.

C. Seraphanite Bracelet – Sweeping curves of Sterling Silver showcase the generous Seraphanite Stone! #3267 (Specify Wrist Size – Add $5 for each full size over 6) $139

D. Seraphanite Pendant – #4227 (1 5/8" Long) (16" Sterling Chain) $79

E. Seraphanite Earrings – #11012 (1 5/8" Long) (Pierced Only) $45

(#9648) Seraphanite Bracelet, Pendant & Earring Set $249

In 1987, the Southwest Indian Foundation provided a substantial grant to help build a nursing home facility here in Gallup that would serve the elderly Navajo population. This wonderful home has 42 beds and is conducted by the Little Sisters of the Poor. The Little Sisters of the Poor was founded in France in 1839 by St. Jeanne Jugan. Today, the Order has several hundred nursing homes worldwide. These dedicated Sisters create a cheerful atmosphere of love and care and dignity – a true home for these aging men and women.

B. Mountain Night Mountain Day –
The mountains are majestic and magical, teeming with life through day and night. They are alive with chatter and song, splashing, soaring, and scurrying. Mountain Night Mountain Day uncovers how the fascinating animals of the mountains live around the clock. A delightful read-aloud with bold, beautiful illustrations, Mountain Night Mountain Day is the perfect book to share with a little one, day or night. #6948 (Hardcover, 32 pp.) $17

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723

B. Ladies Suede Boot Moccasins –
These irresistible high-top Ladies Moccasins are hand-fashioned by the Huron Indians of Quebec. Ladies Boot Moccasins are hand-beaded on genuine Suede Leather. Complete with Leather fringe and durable rubber soles. #7383 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $115

A. Dramatic Duster – Rich shades of gray, teal and cinnamon conspire to create this classy, knee-length Duster. (Poly/Spandex Blend) Made in America! #8365 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $79

A. Little Sisters of the Poor

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Adobe Pueblo Fountain – This charming Adobe Pueblo Fountain brings together the best of both worlds — the warm, sun-drenched landscape of the desert Southwest with the cooling presence of water! Sit back and relax as the gently gurgling water flows out of the tiny pueblo pot down over the rocks nestled in the large ceramic bowl. Comes complete with everything you’ll need, including submersible pump and rocks. Great for offices, kitchens, entry halls, or bedrooms! Hand-painted. 
#4697 (8” High x 5½” Wide) $62

B. Southwest Culinary Combos – These wonderful Southwest Food Combos are deliciously authentic and come beautifully packaged, complete with recipes on the back. Buy them as gifts or treat yourself!  
#7973 Indian Fry Bread & Desert Blossom Honey $13  
#7974 Hopi Blue Corn Pancake Mix & Prickly Pear Cactus Syrup $13  
#7975 Jalapeño Cornbread Mix & jalapeño Pepper Jelly $13  
#7976 Blue Corn Cookies & Prickly Pear Cactus Marmalade $13  
#7977 Apple-Mesquite Muffin Mix & Desert Apple Jelly $13  
#7978 Old Pueblo Pecan Bread Mix & Prickly Pear Cactus Jelly $13

C. Butterfly Blue Coffee Mug – These generous Stoneware Coffee Mugs are wonderfully functional as well as being original works of art! Original design by celebrated artist, Mara. Hand-engraved and hand-painted in Mexico. (Microwave and Dishwasher Safe)  
#8467 (16 oz.) $24  
(#9079) Set of Two Butterfly Mugs $44  
(#9080) Set of Four Butterfly Mugs $85

D. Zuni Rattlesnake – Ornately hand-etched Pipe-stone with tiny Turquoise accents, this is one Rattlesnake that you won’t be able to resist.  
#5171 (3¼” Long) $39

E. Turquoise Dangle Earrings – Subtle Sterling Silver Dangle Earrings, highlighted with Turquoise Stones. (Pierced Only) 
#11013 (2” Long) $42

F. Moosehide Slippers – Handcrafted by the Huron Indians of Quebec, these Fleece-lined, Moosehide Slippers are as warm as they are comfortable! Even if you don’t live as far north as Canada, these plush Moosehide Slippers are sure to keep your feet warm and cozy. The last word in quality and comfort!  
#7380 Ladies Slippers (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $69  
#7381 Mens Slippers (Specify Size: 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12) $79

“I have purchased several items from your catalog and am pleased with the superior packaging and service. Each item is exactly as described and of superior quality. I have also purchased several Food Baskets and a Stove. I hope everyone who browses the catalog thinking about gifts, especially during the Christmas season, thinks about purchasing a Stove or a Food Basket. These items make wonderful gifts.”  
— William McDole, Santa Maria, CA
A. Red Cloud: A Lakota Story of War and Surrender – S.D. Nelson, the award-winning author and illustrator of Black Elk’s Vision and Sitting Bull continues his picture-book biography series with Red Cloud, the story of one of the most controversial leaders in Native American history. A leader among the Lakota during the 1860s, Chief Red Cloud deeply opposed white expansion into Native American territory. He rejected treaties from the U.S. government and instead united the warriors of the Lakota and nearby tribes, becoming the only Native American to win a war against the U.S. Army. Despite his military successes, Red Cloud recognized that continued conflict would only bring destruction to his people. He made the controversial decision to make an agreement with the U.S. government, and moved his people to a reservation. The effects of his decision—as well as the conflicts that arose from those who rejected the agreement and continued fighting against white expansion, such as Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull—shaped much of the history of Native American relations with the U.S. in years to come. Featuring archival images and S.D. Nelson’s stunning illustrations, Red Cloud offers an authentic Native American perspective on one of the most pivotal eras of American history. S. D. Nelson has received praise and honor for his works. #6947 (Hardcover, 56 pages) $22

B. Stars & Stripes Crew Socks – Cozy and colorful and eco-friendly: these patriotic crew socks are knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America! #8573 (Womens Small: 6-8; Medium: 8-10; Large: 10-12) $22

C. PowWow Salsa Fruit Pak – Treat your tastebuds to this dynamic set of three Southwest Fruit Salsas, including Mohave Mango Salsa, Paradise Pineapple Salsa, and Ruby Raspberry Salsa — all in a handsome gift box! Only all natural ingredients are used — no preservatives. Makes the perfect gift! #8753 (Three 12 oz. Bottles) $24

D. Dragonfly Coffee Mug – These generous Stoneware Coffee Mugs are wonderfully functional as well as being beautiful works of art! Original design by celebrated artist, Mara. Hand-engraved and hand-painted in Mexico. (Microwave and Dishwasher Safe) #8475 (16 oz.) $24 (#9092) Set of Two Dragonfly Mugs $44 (#9093) Set of Four Dragonfly Mugs $85

E. A Handbook of Native American Herbs – This authoritative guide — based on the author's classic reference work, Indian Herbology of North America — is a portable illustrated companion for the professional and amateur herbalist alike. It provides detailed descriptions of 125 of the most useful medicinal plants commonly found in North America, along with directions for a range of uses, remedies for common ailments, and notes on the herbal traditions of other lands. Entries include staples of folk medicine such as echinacea and slippery elm as well as common kitchen herbs — such as parsley, thyme, and pepper — whose tonic and healing properties are less widely known. #5354 (Softcover, 256 pages) $19

F. Southwest Cactus Bowl – Transplant a bit of the Desert Southwest into your home with this marvelous ceramic bowl containing real barrel cactuses. Makes a great gift! #4703 (Approx. 5" Diam.) $24
A. Rising Sun Tiger Shirt –
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL)
#10499 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10500 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10556 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

B. Pueblo Coffee Mug – These generous Stoneware Coffee Mugs are wonderfully functional as well as being original works of art! Original design by celebrated artist, Mara. Hand-engraved and hand-painted in Mexico. (Microwave and Dishwasher Safe)
#8480 (16 oz.) $24
(#9103) Set of Two Pueblo Mugs $44
(#9104) Set of Four Pueblo Mugs $85

C. Foxy Socks – Treat your feet to a cozy pair of these playful Foxy Socks! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable.
#8527 (Fits sizes 9-11) $13

D. Ladies Tall Boot Leather Moccasins – From the Huron Indian Tribe in Quebec, Canada come these marvelously crafted Ladies Tall Boot Moccasins! Genuine handcrafted Leather complete with two tiers of Leather Fringe and finished with durable rubber soles. Elegance and comfort combined!
#7704 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $159

E. American Indian Healing Arts –
American Indian Healing Arts is a magical blend of plant lore, history, and living tradition that draws on a lifetime of study with native healers by herbalist and ethnobotanist E. Barrie Kavasch. At the heart of the book are more than sixty easy-to-use herbal remedies — including soothing rubs for baby, a yucca face mask for troubled skin, relaxing teas, massage oils, natural insect repellents, and fragrant smudge sticks. There are also guidelines for assembling a basic American Indian medicine chest.
#5357 (Softcover, 311 pages) $21

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723

“Fantastic handmade arts and crafts at great prices AND all the proceeds of the sales go to assist Indians living in poverty on reservations. I have bought from this organization for years and I have nothing but praise for what they do and what they sell.”
— Paula H, Arkadelphia, AR

ORDER ONLINE
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
Tony Hillerman Mysteries On DVD – Navajo sleuths Joe Leaphorn, played by Wes Studi (The Last of the Mohicans) and Jim Chee, played by Adam Beach (Windtalkers) team up to solve three different murder mysteries based on the best-selling novels of Tony Hillerman.

**A. A Thief of Time** – An archaeologist turned pottery poacher thinks she has cracked the secret of the vanished Anasazi culture, when she herself vanishes. #6927 (90 minutes) $29

**B. Skinwalkers** – Leaphorn and Chee investigate the murder of a medicine man who has left a partially completed pictograph at the crime scene. #6925 (97 minutes) $29

**C. Coyote Waits** – Leaphorn and Chee are summoned to the scene of a cop killing, where a drunken Navajo shaman is holding the murder weapon. #6926 (107 minutes) $29

(#6928) All Three Tony Hillerman DVD Mysteries $79

**E. Trail’s End Wall Hanging** – Solid Metal Wall Hanging features the classic “Trail’s End” image in a rich, Honey Pinion Finish! #6330 (24” x 18”) $139

**F. Eleven Hidden Owls Shirt** – Can you find all 11 Hidden Owls on this Shirt? A challenging puzzle as well as a captivating work of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)

- #10301 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
- #10302 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

Childrens Short Sleeve T-Shirt – #10303 (S, M, L, XL) $18

Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!

- #10381 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

**Gathering of Nations**

Each summer, Gallup hosts the Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial. This renowned four-day Ceremonial features Indian tribes from around the country and Mexico participating in colorful Native American dances, art exhibits, parades, and even an all-Indian rodeo! The summer of 2020 will mark the 99th annual celebration of the Inter-Tribal Ceremonial. For more information, call: 1-505-863-3896.
A. Hiawatha and the Peacemaker – Born of Mohawk and Cayuga descent, musical icon Robbie Robertson learned the story of Hiawatha and his spiritual guide, the Peacemaker, as part of the Iroquois oral tradition. Now he shares the same gift of storytelling with a new generation. Hiawatha was a strong and articulate Mohawk who was chosen to translate the Peacemaker’s message of unity for the five warring Iroquois nations during the 14th century. This message not only succeeded in uniting the tribes but also forever changed how the Iroquois governed themselves—a blueprint for democracy that would later inspire the authors of the U.S. Constitution. Caldecott Honor–winning illustrator David Shannon brings the journey of Hiawatha and the Peacemaker to life with arresting oil paintings. Together, Robertson and Shannon have crafted a new children’s classic that will both educate and inspire readers of all ages. Includes a CD featuring a new, original song written and performed by Robbie Robertson. #5373 (Hardcover, 48 pp.) $22

B. Reversible Cross – This striking and unique Cross features beautiful Red Coral on one side and Turquoise stones (not pictured) on the other! Sterling Silver setting. Complete with 18” Sterling Silver Chain. #655 (Cross: 1 1/2” Long) $59

C. Arrowhead Ladies Watch – Orange Spiney Oyster, Sleeping Beauty Turquoise, Black Jade and lab Opal inlaid in Sterling Silver. #4298 (Quartz Movement) $169

D. Black & White Ladies Watch – Black Jade and White Buffalo intricately inlaid in Sterling Silver. #4299 (Quartz) $169

E. Rainbow Ladies Watch – Spiney Oyster, Gaspeite, Sugilite, Sleeping Beauty Turquoise, Black Jade and lab Opal inlaid in Sterling Silver. #4300 (Quartz Movement) $169

F. Roadrunner In Hightops – So that’s how Roadrunners move so fast — it’s the hightop sneakers! Navajo artist, Chandler Begaye, is the creator of this whimsical, hand-carved and hand-painted folk art Roadrunner. Better catch him before he disappears! #5621 (Approx. 7” Long) $45

G. Southwest Cornflower Pillow – Matching Southwest Cornflower Pillow is proudly made in America! #2892 (17” Wide x 17” Long) $47

(#9600) Southwest Cornflower Throw Blanket & Two Pillow Set $159

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery of Throw Blankets and Pillows.
Fancy Tunics – Playfully contemporary with just a hint of the medieval, these Fancy Tunics feature bold colors and a “ragged-cut” bottom. Perfect with your favorite pair of jeans! (100% Rayon) (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X)
A. (#8199) Blue Fancy Tunic – $59
B. (#8219) Black Fancy Tunic – $59
C. White Buffalo – The legendary albino Buffalo was considered sacred and a sign of good luck. This handsome Buffalo Fetish is made from hand-carved white marble. #5120 (2” Long) $52

Order Now
800-504-2723

Yes, I have purchased items from this foundation for many years and am always pleased with the cost and quality of my purchases.” — Iris H, Dallas, TX

Sleeping Beauty Turquoise Jewelry
One of the most sought after semi-precious stones, Sleeping Beauty Turquoise is revered for its pure sky-blue color. The Navajo were among the first to mine the stone, using hot coals to heat the boulders and then splashing them with cold water. The sudden temperature change would cause the boulders to fracture, exposing the prized turquoise beneath. In our jewelry pictured here, we have coupled the gorgeous sky-blue stone (mined in nearby Globe, Arizona) with classic Sterling Silver Beads.

E. Triple Strand Necklace – #1937 (18” Long) $159
F. Triple Strand Bracelet – #1938 (7½” Long) $85
G. Dangle Earrings – #1939 (2” Long) $32
(#9200) Triple Strand Necklace, Bracelet & Earring Set (E F G) $259
H. Single Strand Necklace – #1934 (18” Long) $119
I. Single Strand Bracelet – #1936 (7½” Long) $42
J. Loop Earrings – #1935 (2” Long) $42
(#9190) Single Strand Necklace, Bracelet & Earring Set (H I J) $189

D. Sun / Moon Spinner – Dazzling Sun/Moon Spinner is made of solid metal with a copper transparent finish. Comes complete with swirl hook that allows the spinner to turn 360 degrees. Available in two sizes.
#6272 (6” Diameter) $19
#6273 (10” Diameter) $29
A. Denim Swirl Vest – Casually elegant blue denim vest features blue swirl embroidery on the front and contrasting blue corduroy on the sides. Six decorative buttons and two front pockets. The perfect complement to any outfit! (100% Cotton) #8388 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $99

B. Tan Tunic – Lovely V-neck tunic is versatile, classy and comfortable. #8387 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $59

C. Sister Sky Bath & Body Products – Inspired by Native American Herbal Wisdom, Sister Sky products are high-quality Bath & Body Products proudly produced by American Indians on the Spokane Reservation in the state of Washington. Long believed by Native Americans to dispel negative energy and elicit strength, Sweetgrass delivers a clean fresh fragrance with green herbal notes. (12 ounce Bottles)

(#7092) Sweetgrass Shampoo $12
(#7093) Sweetgrass Conditioner $12
(#7094) Sweetgrass Body Wash $12
(#7095) Sweetgrass Body Lotion $12
(#9964) Sweetgrass Complete Set $45

D. Eclectus Parrot Feather Earrings – Intricate, hand-carved and hand-painted Eclectus Parrot Feather bone earrings. #11167 (13/8” Long) $49

E. Wolf Lookout Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10485 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10486 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10537 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

F. Navajo Yei Pot – Navajo Potter, Nancy Chilly, is the creator of this beautiful hand-coiled Pot made of natural clay, and pinion pitch, featuring the traditional figures of the male and female Yeis. #5620 (4” Tall x 5” Wide) $112

“‘The quality, superior workmanship, and the way my items were wrapped for shipping was something I have not seen in a long time. You have restored my faith in ordering from a catalog... Your catalog is full of interesting and unusual items, and it is and will be a pleasure to order from you.”
— Lois Moro, Sierra Vista, AZ

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
A. Taos Mountain Tunic – Bold blacks and whites pierced with delicate rays of cobalt blue. Great with your favorite pair of leggings or jeans! #8242 (100% Cotton) (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $62

B. Turquoise & Sterling Bracelet – Turquoise stones set in Sterling Silver. #3228 (Specify Wrist Size – Add $8 for each full size over 6) $112

C. Turquoise & Sterling Cross – This resplendent Cross features sky-blue Turquoise stones set in hand-stamped Sterling Silver. Complete with 20” Chain. #3805 (3” Long) $119

D. Red Tail Hawk Kachina – Hand-carved from aspen and fixed on a cedar pedestal, this spectacular Red Tail Hawk Kachina is hand-painted down to the smallest detail and adorned with rabbit fur, deerskin, and dyed feathers. Authentic Navajo-crafted, complete with artisan’s signature and Navajo census number. #8126 (Approx. 12” Tall) $99

E. Teardrop Inlay Earrings – Number 8 Turquoise hails from an old mine in Eureka County, Nevada, no longer in use. Classic Number 8 is something of a legend in the Southwest, the stone marked by a light blue robin-egg color, with a golden brown spiderweb matrix. #11164 (Pierced Only) $149

Chief Manuelito

Legendary Navajo Chief Manuelito is famous for reminding his people that “Education is the ladder.” Since we first opened our doors in 1968, the majority of our funding has gone toward education, both in the form of block grants and individual tuition assistance. From the Jicarilla Apache Reservation in northern New Mexico to the White Mountain Apache Reservation east of Phoenix, we provide tuition assistance to deserving Indian children attending private mission schools.

“Our recent purchases have been high quality, and we like that they support Native Americans’ needs too.” — Carol H, Sunnyvale, CA

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Totem Hoodie Wrap – With the first chill of fall, you’ll want to drape yourself in this rich, Native American inspired Hoodie Wrap. This gorgeous Wrap is one-size-fits-all and has an open front placket for versatility. You’ll be warm and cozy no matter what Mother Nature sends your way. #8338 (100% Acrylic) $95

B. Zuni Butterfly Earrings – Turquoise, Coral, Jet, and Shell take wing with these charming Zuni Inlay Earrings. #11069 (1” Long) (Pierced Only) $99

Zuni Butterfly Pendant – Matching Inlay Pendant (not pictured). Complete with 16” Sterling Silver Chain. #12064 (1” Long) $49

(#9928) Zuni Butterfly Earring & Pendant Set $139

C. Mens Eagle Watch – Powerful Eagle Wings of Sterling Silver unfolding against a rich backdrop of 12K Gold-Fill define the grandeur of this handsome Mens Watch. #4260 (Quartz Movement) $179

D. Ladies Eagle Watch – The stately image of the majestic, soaring Eagle adorns this unique Ladies Watch. Ladies Eagle Watch is made up of Sterling Silver on 12K Gold-Fill background. #4261 (Quartz) $119

E. Standing Wolf – The mournful Wolf raises his solitary voice in the crisp night air. Hand-carved from solid Ironwood in Mexico.

Small Wolf Sculpture – #5035 (6” Tall) $42

Large Wolf Sculpture – #5039 (8” Tall) $79

F. Hoop Dancer Kachina – The Hoop Dancer Kachina is an entertainer who amuses his audience with magical rings representing the circle of life. He is an inspiring symbol of grace and talent. Hand-carved from aspen and fixed on a cedar pedestal, this spectacular Kachina is hand-painted down to the smallest detail and adorned with rabbit fur and deerskin. Authentic Navajo-crafted, complete with artisan’s signature and Navajo census number. #8399 (Approx. 12” Tall) $99

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
Dear Friend,

For almost 30 years now, we at the Southwest Indian Foundation have made Christmas a priority. As the rampant commercialism associated with this special season has grown by leaps and bounds, we have attempted to move in the opposite direction — to get back to the basics. Instead of putting the emphasis on filling up shopping carts full of stuff that no one really needs, we have tried to put Christ back into Christmas by turning to our brothers and sisters who truly are in need. To turn our attention to those who are struggling just to put the next meal on the table.

So every year at Christmas, we reach out to some of these lonely families on the neighboring reservations and bring a little bit of Christmas to their door. Each year, we deliver thousands of Christmas Food Baskets and Christmas Stockings to truly needy families. We give priority to the elderly, the infirm, and to families with small children. Because of the vast area involved, we depend largely on the social workers and religious missionaries in each community to identify those families and individuals who are truly in need. We want to get it right and make sure that no one is overlooked.

Often, we accompany these social workers and missionaries to some of the homes in the surrounding areas. It is incredible how many tiny houses and hogans are tucked away in obscure corners of the Navajo Reservation.

But no matter how far you stray from the main road — children are still the same. And when you hand them a Christmas Stocking and a Food Basket and their faces break into a smile, it's always well worth the trip.

But what about this Christmas? Will we be able to supply another Food Basket for all the needy families? The names have been flooding into my office lately —

A Christmas Food Basket costs $58.60. A Half-Basket is only $29.30! Can you help me put a checkmark by one of these names?

Begody, Bitsilly, Begay, Redhouse. . . . With every name I can see those little faces looking up at me. Will some families have to be left out?

In addition to our Christmas Basket Program, we also strive to provide safe new Combination Wood/Coal Stoves for needy families at this critical time of year. With winter soon upon us, we are in a race with the clock to install as many safe, efficient combination Stoves as possible.

54% of Navajo homes burn wood for heating. But not necessarily in wood stoves. You see, some of my people cannot afford real stoves, and instead use sawed-off water barrels or other metal containers to try to contain the fire.

Buy a Food Basket or a Wood Stove
Every fall, I order dozens of brand new Combination Wood/Coal Stoves, hoping to install them before the bitter winds begin to blow — and also hoping to find someone like you to help us pay for them!

The cost of a Combination Stove is $539. Can you buy a Wood Stove for a poor Indian family?

Every year at this time, we concentrate on two critical areas — Food and Heat. At Christmas, we deliver over 1,500 Food Baskets to the neediest families on the reservations. And our Navajo work crew installs as many Wood Stoves as possible during these fall and winter months.

No family should have to go without food or heat. Think of the little children who have nowhere else to turn. Can you please help an Indian family this Christmas?

Give Two Precious Gifts At Once — Pledge a Food Basket or a Wood Stove On behalf Of a Friend or Relative!

Here’s how it works. With each Food Basket or Wood Stove that you purchase, we will send you one of our beautiful Southwest Indian Foundation Christmas Cards along with an envelope and Certificate that you can then fill out and send to your friend or relative, informing them that you have made this wonderful donation in their name!

What’s in a Christmas Food Basket?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>(16-18 lbs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potatoes</td>
<td>(10 lb. Sack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinto Beans</td>
<td>(4 lb. Sack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baking Powder</td>
<td>(10 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Milk</td>
<td>(6 – 5 oz. Cans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>(4 lb. Bag)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veg. Shortening (Low Fat)</td>
<td>(2 lbs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuffing</td>
<td>(12 oz. Box)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee</td>
<td>(10.5 oz. Can)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Salt</td>
<td>(16 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Corn</td>
<td>(15 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Peas</td>
<td>(15 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Green Beans</td>
<td>(14 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>(2 lb. Bag)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Salt Crackers</td>
<td>(16 oz. Box)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Cranberry Sauce</td>
<td>(16 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Yams</td>
<td>(29 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Peaches</td>
<td>(15 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned Pears</td>
<td>(15 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit Drink</td>
<td>(1 Gallon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour</td>
<td>(2 lb. Bag)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raisins</td>
<td>(15 oz.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oatmeal</td>
<td>(18 oz. Box)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onions</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What a beautiful gift for both the needy Indian family and that special someone on your Christmas list! And what a beautiful way to restore the true meaning of this blessed season of Christmas. But even if you can’t afford an entire Food Basket or Wood Stove — please, whatever you can afford will be a Godsend! Every dollar means a little more food or a little more warmth for some poor Native American family. Thank you and God bless you!

Sincerely,

Deacon Sherman Manuelito
C. Thunderbird Fetish Necklace – This playful Navajo Necklace is made up of foxes, ducks, bears, and fish — and is anchored by the mythical Thunderbird. Each animal fetish is hand-carved using a variety of stones, including Jet, Pipestone, Serpentine, Pink Mussel, and Turquoise. #503 (29” Long) $79

D. Thunderbird Fetish Earrings – Take wing with these daring Thunderbird Fetish Earrings! Hand-carved Turquoise. #147 (2 1/2” Long) $34

E. In Beauty, We Return: The Best Of Nakai – This fabulous CD draws from the best of the last 20 years of R. Carlos Nakai’s recordings for Native American flute and shows the range and versatility of his artistry: solo flute, duets with celebrated flutist Paul Horn and guitarist William Eaton, his forays into jazz, and closes with his distinct flute in a rich orchestral setting. Beautiful! #8985 (60 Minutes) $17

F. Midnight Crew Socks – These incredible crew socks are unmatched both in design and quality! Warm and colorful and eco-friendly; these unique socks are knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America! #8550 (Womens Small: 6-8; Medium: 8-10; Large: 10-12) $22

For more than thirty years, the Southwest Indian Foundation has employed a Navajo work crew to conduct home renovations and weatherization for needy Indian families in the area. In addition to supplying the necessary labor, we also provide the raw materials, though we stipulate that the homeowners make an “in kind” contribution to the project as well. Moreover, we often serve as a catalyst with other non-profit organizations and Navajo Tribal entities to address “special needs” situations.

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
**A. Alma Shirt** – Get ready to turn heads in this gorgeous geometric print! Sensibility and functionality are not lost in the classic button-up design with front placket and turned collar. Made from a soft yet durable Rayon/Lycra blend — this will be your new favorite shirt. Wonderfully versatile — dress it up with slacks or dress it down with leggings or jeans. (95% Rayon/5% Lycra) #8333 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $62

**Old World Spanish Crosses**

Evocative of Old World Spain, these handsome Crosses are Navajo crafted, hand-stamped Sterling Silver, each featuring a distinctive, colorful stone.

**B. Old World Lapis Cross** – #12121 (2” Long) Complete with 18” Sterling Silver Chain. $89

**C. Old World Spiney Oyster Cross** – #12120 (2” Long) Complete with 18” Sterling Silver Chain. $89

**D. Old World Turquoise Cross** – #12122 (2” Long) Complete with 18” Sterling Silver Chain. $89

**F. Channelwork Headdress Bolo** – Stylized Indian Headdress sports Coral, Turquoise, White Shell, Jet, and Yellow Shell set in Sterling Silver. With Sterling tips. #3606 (1½” Diam.) $119

**G. Multi-Color Inlay Bolo** – Turquoise, Jet, Spiney Oyster Shell, and Coral set in Sterling Silver make up this stunning Bolo Tie! With Sterling Silver tips. #353 (2¼” Long) $235

**H. Wish Upon A Star Shirt** – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL) #10497 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32

#10498 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

**ORDER NOW**

800-504-2723
A. G I Joe: Navajo Code Talker — “Request Air Support!” “Attack by Machine Gun!” This dynamic, talking G I Joe speaks seven different phrases — in both Navajo and English! The complete equipment list includes a camouflage-covered helmet, web belt, hand phone set, backpack radio, shirt, pants, boots, and M-1 rifle. Also included in this Deluxe Edition (not available in any store or catalog) is a handsome 3” Embroidered Iron-On Patch featuring the famous silhouette of the Marines hoisting the flag on Iwo Jima and proudly identifying you as a “Junior Navajo Code Talker.” And to help you master the Code, we’ve also included a sturdy, laminated list of over 200 authentic Code Words (stamped “Top Secret – Confidential”) actually used by the original Navajo Code Talkers, including the English word, the Navajo equivalent, and the literal Navajo translation! Did you know the literal translation for “tank destroyer” is “tortoise killer”? Now you can write secret messages to your friends in Navajo Code! Not available anywhere else! #8322 (G I Joe: 11” Tall) $39

B. Warriors: Navajo Code Talkers – “My mother would not let me join the armed forces, she said I was too young (I was sixteen). Six months later I was drafted. I was trained as a code talker…” — Frank Chee Willetto. Meet 75 of the surviving Code Talkers through their personal stories and photos. A fascinating and beautiful book! #5317 (Softcover, 107 pp.) $20

C. The Navajo Code Talkers – Not only World War II buffs, but anyone with a sense of history will marvel at this incredible story of the Navajo Code Talkers. This dramatic, thoroughly researched work explores the unique contribution of Navajo Indians in devising and implementing a secret code using their native tongue — a code that was never broken. A moving story of human courage and purpose! One of our best sellers! #535 (Softcover, 170 pp., w/photos) $17

D. Navajo Code Talkers DVD – This brilliant and fast-paced video brings to life the compelling story of the Navajo Code Talkers whose amazing skills played a vital role in WWII from Guadalcanal to Iwo Jima to Okinawa. (55 minutes) #6933 DVD $29

E. Chester Nez and the Unbreakable Code – As a young Navajo boy, Chester Nez had to leave the reservation and attend boarding school, where he was taught that his native language and culture were useless. But Chester refused to give up his heritage. Years later, during World War II, Chester—and other Navajo men like him—was recruited by the US Marines to use the Navajo language to create an unbreakable military code. Suddenly the language he had been told to forget was needed to fight a war. This powerful picture book biography contains backmatter including a timeline and a portion of the Navajo code, and also depicts the life of an actual Navajo Code Talker while capturing the importance of heritage. #6963 (Hardcover, 32 pp.) $17
A. Snowy Owls Shirt –
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10463 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10464 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10542 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

B. Triple Strand Fetish Necklace –
Spectacular Navajo Fetish Necklace features three strands of foxes, ducks, fish, beavers, and birds — and is anchored by a Turquoise Bear. Each animal fetish is hand-carved using a variety of stones and shells including Pipestone, Jet, Serpentine, Spiney Oyster, Pink Mussel Shell, Picasso Marble, and Turquoise. #12041 (20” Long) $159

C. Kokopelli Gold Socks –
Knock everyone else’s socks off with these electric Kokopelli Gold Socks! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8513 ( Fits sizes 9-11) $13

D. Turtle Fetish –
This little fellow is made of hand-carved Picasso marble with Turquoise inset eyes. #5122 (2” Long) $45

E. Hand-Etched Buffalo Pot – Navajo-crafted, hand-etched ceramic horsehair Pot celebrates the majestic “Monarch of the Plains” — the Buffalo! #5611 (5” High) $45

F. The Wolf Almanac – The Wolf Almanac is the most widely respected compendium on the Wolf in print today. This new edition is completely updated and expanded, with new photos, in an all-new full-color format. The Wolf Almanac covers every aspect of the wolf kingdom: the evolution of the wolf, including overview of subspecies; current and historical ranges of wolves throughout the world; wolf anatomy and physiology; wolf behavior — wolf society and reproduction, play and interactions with other species; the wolf in human culture; the wolf as a predator — and much more. With hundreds of full-color photos, graphs, charts, maps, and more, The Wolf Almanac is an indispensable edition to any naturalist’s library #5285 (Softcover, 288 pp.) $29

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
For nearly twenty years, the Air Force Academy and the Southwest Indian Foundation have been building hogan-style houses in Colorado Springs and transporting them to families on the Navajo Reservation — families who would otherwise have no access to a home without outside assistance. A few years ago, St. Michaels School for Special Education in Arizona put in a request for two of these homes that would serve as “independent living” quarters for their graduates. These specially challenged children have had difficult and often painful lives. St. Michaels has been their home. They are not equipped to go out into the real world on their own. However, they are able to look after themselves with some supervision. These custom-designed hogans will be placed at the school and used by the graduates of St. Michaels.

B. Sterling Sunface Mens Watch – Traditional Indian image of the Sunface is emblazoned on this rugged Sterling Silver Watch. #4248 (Quartz) $129

C. Sterling Sunface Ladies Watch – Matching Ladies Watch features the Zuni Sunface image set in Sterling Silver. #4249 (Quartz) $79

D. Buffalo Bookends – These handsome Buffalo Bookends are perfect for space-saving bookshelves or to organize your CD collection. Hand-carved and polished from solid Ironwood in Mexico. #5158 (5" Tall) $59

E. Zuni White Horse Earrings – Direct from the Zuni Pueblo, these hand-fashioned White Horse Earrings are the creation of artist, Todd Etsate, and are made of solid White Marble, set off with Turquoise stone accents. (Pierced Only) #11170 (11/16" Long) $54

F. Designer Horse Tote Bag – This Laurel Burch Tote Bag includes an inner zipped compartment with Cell Phone Holder. (15" x 14" x 6") #7352 (100% Cotton) $39

A. Over The Edge – As we know them today, the American Southwest, and the Grand Canyon that lies at its heart, are the product of vast natural forces over millions of years. But they were also created by one man’s vision and a railroad. The entrepreneurial genius was Fred Harvey. The Colt .45 revolver may have won the West, but Fred Harvey and the Santa Fe Railway made it comfortable. In the late nineteenth century, the Santa Fe opened up a strange, spectacular new territory to travelers. And Harvey followed, establishing restaurants, hotels, and shops. In Over the Edge, Kathleen L. Howard and Diana F. Pardue reveal in vivid detail how Harvey and the Santa Fe together created a vision of the Southwest that still works its magic today. As you read about the Kolb Brothers, Mary Colter, Elle of Ganado, the famous Harvey Girls, and the iconic railway that brought visitors in droves, you will also see the amazing photographs, postcards, pamphlets, menus, calendars, advertisements, and even matchbook covers that evoke the adventure and joy of that special time and place. Chock full of photographs! #5375 (Softcover, 152 pages) $22
A. Medicine Wheel Wall Hanging – Originating with the Plains Indians, the Medicine Wheel has always been a symbol of peace and tranquility, a device to ward off evil spirits. Incorporating a peace pipe, a dream catcher, and the symbol for the four sacred directions, the Medicine Wheel is “good medicine.” #7088 (Approx. 20” Long) $119

B. Traditional Navajo Cross – The antique look of a bygone era is what sets apart this traditional Navajo Cross studded with Turquoise stones. Sterling Silver with satin finish. Complete with 24” Chain. #6719 (2” Long) $139

C. Traditional Navajo Earrings – Matching Traditional Navajo Earrings feature Turquoise Stones set in satin-finished Sterling Silver #1205 (1 3/4” Long) $112 (#9417) Traditional Navajo Cross & Earring Set $239

D. Zuni Marble White Sheep – Hand-carved Marble Sheep from the Zuni Indian Pueblo. #5216 (1 1/4” Long) $39

E. Eagle Feather Earrings – Lonny and Michelle Cloud (Cherokee and Sioux respectively), are the creators of these beautiful hand-carved and hand-painted Eagle Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only) #1200 (2’ Long) $52

F. Independence Eagle Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) #10398 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 #10399 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10427 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

G. Three Cats Socks – Wildly colorful Cat Socks! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8514 (Fits sizes 8-11) $13

“I have been ordering items from the Southwest Indian Foundation for years. The orders are filled accurately and are delivered in a timely fashion. I love the clothes and I get so many compliments on them. I have referred many others to this organization. They also give us a lot of information about their projects to help people in their area.” — Mary Ellen C
A. The Founders Shirt – Above the iconic image of Mt. Rushmore, hover four earlier “founding fathers”: Chief Joseph, Sitting Bull, Geronimo, and Red Cloud. (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL)
#10190 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10191 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10426 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

B. Navajo Beaded Loop Earrings – These Navajo made Loop Earrings are entirely hand-beaded and hand-crafted!
#11116 (3/4” Diam.) (Pierced Only) $29

C. Opal Inlay Heart Pendant – Polished pieces of Lab Opal inlaid in Sterling Silver. Complete with 16” Chain. #38642 (1/4” Diam.) $59

D. Opal Inlay Heart Earrings – Matching Earrings composed of Lab Opal inlaid in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #1209 (1/4” Diameter) $29
(#9426) Opal Heart Pendant & Earring Set $83

E. (#3502) Mens Sterling Silver Inlaid Red Coral Ring $169
(#3503) Ladies Sterling Silver Inlaid Red Coral Ring $139
F. (#3519) Mens Sterling Silver Inlaid Spiderweb Turquoise $169
(#3520) Ladies Sterling Silver Inlaid Spiderweb Turquoise Ring $139
G. (#3515) Mens Sterling Silver Inlaid Lapis Ring $169
(#3516) Ladies Sterling Silver Inlaid Lapis Ring $139
H. (#3510) Mens Sterling Silver Inlaid Turquoise Ring $169
(#3511) Ladies Sterling Silver Inlaid Turquoise Ring $139
I. (#3506) Mens Sterling Silver Inlaid Tiger Eye/Onyx Ring $169
(#3507) Ladies Sterling Silver Inlaid Tiger Eye/Onyx Ring $139

J. Kokopelli Dancers Tote Bag – This vibrant Kokopelli Dancers Tote Bag is Jacquard woven to ensure a rich, dynamic, textured look. Proudly Made In America!
#2899 (Approx. 17” x 17”) (100% Cotton) $45

K. Leaping Dolphins – A trio of sleek, aerodynamic Dolphins leap from the ocean waves. Hand-carved from solid Ironwood in Mexico.
Small Dolphin Sculpture – #5036 (4½” Tall) $42
Large Dolphin Sculpture – #5037 (7” Tall) $79
A. Rochelle Top – This Rochelle Top is rich in earthtones and pairs well with denim and khaki. Features 3/4 sleeves while contrasting panels and three buttons at the yoke add visual appeal. (63% Rayon/33% Polyester/4% Spandex) #8600 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $59

B. How To Trace Your Native American Heritage – Find your place in the circle of life! This highly informative DVD helps you efficiently trace your Native American heritage including How and where to research the Dawes Rolls How to obtain your Tribal Membership Internet sites to assist your search How to obtain a CDIB card (Certificate of Degree of Indian Blood) and more! Lists over 500 federally recognized American Tribes. #6929 (Approx. 30 min.) $25

C. Hummingbird Spinner – Whether you hang it indoors or out, it's sure to get a lot of attention. This dazzling Hummingbird Spinner is made of solid metal with a copper transparent finish. Comes complete with swirl hook that allows the spinner to turn 360 degrees. Two sizes. #6285 (6" Diameter) $19 #6286 (10" Diameter) $29

D. Southwest Salsa Gift Pak – Treat your tastebuds to this dynamic set of five South-west Salsas, including Sedona Red Salsa, Sedona Red Hot Salsa, Paradise Pineapple Salsa, Rio Verde Tomatillo Salsa, and Bisbee Barbecue Sauce — all in a handsome gift box! Only all natural ingredients are used — no preservatives. Makes the perfect gift! #8729 (Five 12 oz. Bottles) $36

E. Eagle Feather Throw Blanket – Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming embrace, this huge Eagle Feather Throw Blanket will make a beautiful addition to your lodge, retreat, office or home! Inspired by traditional Native American patterns, this gorgeous Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! #2887 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $75

F. Eagle Feather Pillow – Matching Eagle Feather Pillow is proudly made in America! #2890 (10" Wide x 17" Long) $47 (#9598) Eagle Feather Throw Blanket & Two Pillow Set $159

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery of Blankets and Pillows.
A. Ten Hidden Wolves Shirt – Can you locate all Ten Hidden Wolves on this Shirt? An intriguing puzzle as well as a spectacular work of art! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10248 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10249 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Childrens Short Sleeve T-Shirt – #10250 (S, M, L) $18
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10379 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

B. Zuni Flower Pin – Zuni fashioned Flower Pin features delicate cuts of Turquoise set in Sterling Silver.
#4401 (2” Diam.) $65

C. Great Indian Leaders & Nations – This double-program DVD brings together two award-winning presentations! The first presentation focuses on four legendary Indian Leaders, etching vivid portraits of Crazy Horse, Chief Joseph, Geronimo, and Quan Parker – “Last chief of the Comanche.” This is the poignant and tragic story of the end of the American Indians’ way of life and freedom. The second presentation tells the moving story of six mighty Indian Nations: the Iroquois, the Seminoles of Florida; the Shawnee, the Navajo; the Cheyenne, and the Lakota Sioux. Majestic landscapes, dramatic reenactments, historical photographs and authentic music combine to preserve the richness of these Native American histories and cultures. #6941 (110 Minutes) $22

Small Eagle Sculpture – #5020 (6½” Tall) $35
Large Eagle Sculpture – #5019 (10” Tall) $54

E. Night Owls Coffee Mug – These generous Stoneware Coffee Mugs are wonderfully functional as well as being original works of art! Original design by celebrated artist, Mara. Hand-engraved and hand-painted in Mexico. (Microwave and Dishwasher Safe) #8468 (16 oz.) $24
(#9081) Set of Two Night Owls Mugs $44
(#9082) Set of Four Night Owls Mugs $85

F. Stained Glass Wrap – Wear our elegant wrap around your shoulders as a vibrant accent piece. Chase the chill with a gorgeous mix of forest green, purple, aqua and gold rayon. Measures 68” x 46” including fringe. #4079 (Hand washable) $35

“My order arrived in excellent condition. I really appreciate the extremely fast service. Your dedication to customer service is unsurpassed.”
- Margaret O’Brien, Jensen Beach, FL
D. Red Hawk Feather Earrings –
Lonnie and Michelle Cloud are the husband and wife team that create these amazing hand-carved and hand-painted Red Hawk Bone Feather Earrings.
#2182 (Pierced Only) (1¾” Long) $49

E. Navajo Sun Sand Painting –
Navajo-crafted traditional Sand Painting featuring the life-giving Sun! The buffalo horns are a symbol of strength, the eagle feathers at their tips represent balance and justice, and the bars on each side represent the rainbow. Double-matted, solid Oak Frame.
#483 (10” x 10”) $45

F. Curious Onlookers Blanket –
As a fresh blanket of snow descends on this whimsical winter landscape, you’ll be content to curl up in the warmth of the Blanket itself! Charming Throw Blanket is made of 100% Cotton, ensuring vibrant colors and a rich, comfortable feel. Proudly woven in America using advanced jacquard weaving techniques, producing a depth and texture not found in traditional home decor. #2923 (54” x 70”) $75
Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

Stocking Caps – These cozy and colorful Stocking Caps are as vibrant as they are eco-friendly, and include a plush fleece lining to keep your ears extra warm! Created from multi-colored and multi-patterned knitted cotton, these caps are proudly crafted with care right here in America with recycled cotton yarn. Ideal Christmas presents! (One size fits most adults)
A. (#8566) Raspberry Stocking Cap $39
B. (#8583) Persimmon Stocking Cap $39
C. (#8565) Midnight Stocking Cap $39

Franciscan Spirit
Our assistance is limited to Native Americans, with priority given to the elderly, handicapped, and families with dependent children. We work primarily with the Navajo, but we also assist the various pueblo tribes in the area as well. Although we are a Catholic organization founded by a Franciscan priest, we are not a propagating arm of the Catholic Church. We assist all individuals that fall within our financial guidelines. We do not discriminate because of religious affiliation. Our charter is based on the “works of mercy.” Because there is hunger, because there is cold, because there is lack of shelter and clothing — these are the reasons we are here. We help because there is a need.

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
“Your attention to detail, your wonderful delivery service, and the exquisite craftsmanship on everything I have received from you are beyond comparison. There aren’t enough superlatives to describe how wonderful it is to do business with you.”
— Brenda Tharp, Aledo, TX

Inlay Feather Jewelry
Turquoise, Gaspeite and three distinct colors of Spiney Oyster—red, purple, and orange—conspire to create this Navajo-crafted Inlay Feather Jewelry, handsomely set in Sterling Silver.

B. Inlay Feather Earrings – #11130 (Pierced Only) (1/4" Long) $69

C. Inlay Feather Pendant – #12119 (1" Long) Complete with 18" Sterling Silver Chain. $72
(#9078) Inlay Feather Earring & Pendant Set $135

D. Canyonlands Throw Blanket – Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming embrace, this huge Canyonlands Throw Blanket will make a beautiful addition to your lodge, retreat, office or home! Inspired by traditional Native American patterns, this gorgeous Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! #2888 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $75

E. Canyonlands Pillow – Matching Canyonlands Pillow is proudly made in America! #2891 (17" Wide x 17" Long) $47
(#9599) Canyonlands Throw Blanket & Two Pillow Set $159

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery of Blankets and Pillows.
A. Celia Tunic – Celia Tunic features soft Monet-like colors and ¾ sleeves that can transition from spring into summer. The soft rounding hemline is both flattering and chic. (96% Rayon/4% Spandex) #8436 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $62

Navajo Rug Pottery – Inspired by the bold weaving patterns of traditional Navajo Rugs, these Navajo-crafted ceramic Pots have been painstakingly hand-painted, hand-etched and kiln fired.
B. #7643 Navajo Rug Pot I (4" Tall) $32
C. #7644 Navajo Rug Pot II (5" Tall) $32
D. #7645 Navajo Rug Pot III (5 1/4" Tall) $32

E. Two Feather Earrings – Tickle your fancy with these Sterling Silver feathers anchored with sky-blue Turquoise stones! (Pierced Only) #144 (2" Long) $49

F. Life Lessons From A Ranch Horse – In this second edition of the beloved title, with a new brand-new afterword, Rashid invites us to enjoy his all-new reflections on the lessons learned from a life spent with horses. In this heartwarming and instructive book of horsemanship, highly-respected horse trainer Mark Rashid shares what he learned from a very special, and very challenging, horse. Through a lot of hard work, Mark comes to understand the potential for powerful communication that exists when two beings take the time to understand each other. Although his realizations are inspired by work with horses, readers will discover that Rashid’s six guidelines for interaction can improve our relationships with the people in our lives as well.
#6960 (Hardcover, 224 pp.) $25

Denim Lapis Heishi Jewelry – Shimmering combination of hand-strung Liquid Silver and block Denim Lapis Heishi!
G. Denim Lapis Heishi Earrings – #2172 (1 ¾" Long) $39
H. Denim Lapis Heishi Bracelet – #3103 (7" Long) $45
I. Denim Lapis Heishi Necklace – #3512 (17" Long) $124
(No 9154) Denim Lapis Necklace, Bracelet & Earring Set $199

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
A.  **Tami Top** – Two distinct Black & White prints fuse and swirl in this stylish Tami Top. Perfect with your favorite pair of jeans! 3/4 length sleeves. (100% Rayon) #8271 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $49

---

**Cancer Outreach**

Since 1987, Casa Esperanza in Albuquerque has been serving the families of cancer victims (in addition to other severe medical cases) by providing a low cost home away from home. At the Southwest Indian Foundation, we work closely with Casa Esperanza, picking up the tab for Indian families who must make the long trip into Albuquerque while a loved one is hospitalized. This is a dire situation for any family to endure. The more we can do to ease that burden, through transportation and lodging assistance, the better that family will be able to cope.

---

**B. Ironwood Buffalo Key Ring** – Hand-carved from Ironwood by natives of the Sonoran Desert. (#5058) $15

**C. Inlay Dangle Earrings** – Exquisite Dangle Earrings of Tiger Eye, Picture Jasper, Turquoise and Black Jade inlaid in Sterling Silver. #11089 (Pierced Only) $149

**D. Inlay Pendant** – Matching Pendant of Tiger Eye, Picture Jasper, Turquoise and Black Jade inlaid in Sterling Silver. Complete with 16” Sterling Silver Chain. #12085 (1⅛” Long) $95

(#9959) Inlay Dangle Earrings & Pendant Set $235

**E. Southwest Madonna** – Adorned in the colors and designs of the Indian Southwest, this graceful and stately ceramic Madonna is entirely Navajo-crafted and hand-painted. #4589 (8½” Tall) $45

**F. Traditional Salsa** – This is The One! At the 16th Annual Battle of the Salsas at the New Mexico State Fair, this amazing Salsa beat out 31 other entrants for complete New Mexico Salsa bragging rights! Nuff said.

#8746 Hot Traditional Salsa (16 oz.) $9
#8747 Medium Traditional Salsa (16 oz.) $9

**G. Roasted Garlic & Olive Salsa** – A fabulous fusion of flavors! Roasted garlic, green and black olives, onions, jalapenos all come together in this mouth-watering delight!

#8748 Hot Roasted Garlic & Olive Salsa (16 oz.) $9
#8749 Mild Roasted Garlic & Olive Salsa (16 oz.) $9

---

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
A. New Mexico Kicks On Route 66 – Route 66, affectionately called “The Mother Road,” opened in 1926 and was decommissioned in 1984, and played a prominent role in the transformation of the Nation. Now an international legend through popular culture and the arts, Route 66 has become the road trip of a lifetime. New Mexico Kicks on Route 66 takes you on a tour through all the fascinating places along the New Mexico stretch, steeped in the rich and diverse history of the Land of Enchantment. Author Martin Link guides you through time across the land populated by mammoth hunters, Pueblo farmers, traders, Spanish conquistadors, army cavalrymen, caravans of settlers, railroaders, and the scientists who created the atom bomb. Through Larry Lindahl's amazing images, you'll encounter museums full of classic cars, the Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial, a hot air balloon fiesta, and all the glitz and glamour of the Route 66 era in hotels, diners, and more. From the indigenous people who first developed the area, to the folks who envisioned and created America's Highway and to all the colorful personalities in between and since, this is a New Mexico historical guidebook like no other! #6951 (Softcover, 96 pages) $13

B. Arizona Kicks On Route 66 – Arizona is home to the longest intact portion of Route 66, stretching 158 miles from west of Ash Fork to the California border. In words and pictures, Roger Naylor and Larry Lindahl explore the history and nostalgia surrounding the Mother Road, and the great swaths of Arizona that it passes through. They describe a wealth of spectacular and easy side trips that surround the highway. The first thing that you notice is the photography. The collection of images alone is worth the price of the book. But don't skip the words. Naylor weaves a tapestry of descriptions and personal stories that is both engaging and humorous. Where else would you read a sidebar on the badlands of the Painted Desert and find the scene defined as “filled with mad, startling swirls of color, like Van Gogh emptying his pockets at the police station.” Arizona, the birthplace of Route 66, is where you can still get your kicks. #6952 (Softcover, 96 pages) $13

(#9619) Set of Both New Mexico & Arizona Route 66 Books $24

C. Classic Route 66 Mug – Capture a piece of history with this Classic Route 66 Mug! Each diner-style mug is made the old-fashioned way, hand-thrown and hand-shaped on a potter's wheel by one of the most successful family-operated businesses in America. This exclusive mug is available only from the Southwest Indian Foundation! #8462 (11 oz.) $26

(#9631) Set of Two Classic Route 66 Mugs $48

(#9632) Set of Four Classic Route 66 Mugs $94

D. Blue Heartline Bear – Hand-carved from sodalite by Zuni artisans, this noble Blue Heartline Bear features a double silver heartline. #5212 (1 1/4" Long) $52

E. On The Move Throw Blanket – The majestic Moose makes his way through the fresh snow in a serene birch wood. Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming embrace, this whimsical Throw Blanket will make a beautiful addition to your home! This high-quality Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! #2922 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $75

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

“I found something for several people on my gift list. I mailed in my order and check, and I swear it was no more than two weeks before I received my package. I even purchased something for myself! I was sweating it cuz it was getting close to Christmas. But I received everything in plenty of time and was quite pleased.” — Norene D, Holley OR
A. America's Wild Horses: The History of the Western Mustang – There is no creature that quite embodies the beauty and grandeur of the American West like the wild horse. For thousands of years, the horse has roamed the plains and valleys of the American continent, free of the encumbrances of man or the saddle. In America's Wild Horses, award-winning photographer and lifelong horse lover Steven Price celebrates the timeless magnificence of the American mustang. Meticulously researched, Price offers a cultural history of the American wild horse that is unparalleled in its exquisite detail and poignant prose. Featuring dozens of stunning photographs by the author, and interspersed with first-hand interviews with some of the most renowned horse experts today, America's Wild Horses is a required read for all equine lovers. #6954 (Hardcover, 134 pp.) $20

#659 (2 1/4” Long) $49

C. Turquoise Teardrop Earrings – Matching Turquoise Teardrop Earrings. (Pierced Only) #238 (3/4” Diam.) $49
(#974) Turquoise Teardrop Cross & Earring Set $89

D. Black Indians: An American Story – Amazing DVD brings to light a forgotten part of America's past — the cultural and racial fusion of Native and African Americans. Narrated by actor James Earl Jones (himself a Black Indian), this intriguing documentary explores in depth what brought these two groups together, what drove them apart, and the challenges that they face today. Family memories and historical highlights reveal the indelible mark of this unique ancestry, and its continuing influence throughout the generations. “Simply stated, this is among the most powerful films I have viewed.”
— Native Peoples #6980 (60 min.) $32

E. Amber Earrings – Over the course of millions of years, the fossilized resin from ancient forests has been transformed into the translucent gemstone we call Amber. Capture this alluring gem in this classy set of Amber Earrings set in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #11095 (5/8” Long) $69

F. Sitting Bear Bookends – Preserving a traditional art form pioneered by the Seri Indians, these charming Sitting Bear Bookends have been hand-carved from dense Ironwood by native artists still working and dwelling in the Sonoran Desert of northern Mexico.
Small Bear Bookends – #5048 (5” Tall) $59
Large Bear Bookends – #5049 (7” Tall) $119

Housing Veterans
For more than two decades, we have been building new houses for indigent Navajo families and transporting them to home sites on the Reservation. In the summer of 2018, we will be partnering with the Navajo Nation to build 10 new houses for homeless Navajo Veterans. The Dine people have always been fiercely patriotic and they have a long tradition of serving in our military. No veteran should be homeless, and so we are proud to take part in this much-needed housing program, providing new homes for these veteran men and women.

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Chestnut Cape – Glorious Chestnut Cape is perfect for the chilly Fall and Winter weather. Brushed acrylic feels like wool, but softer, in chestnut brown accented with burnt orange and gold. Hand washable. #4084 (One size fits all) $89

B. Native Star Cross – Beautiful inlay Cross features Sierra Black Rock and synthetic Blue Opal, inlaid in Sterling Silver. Complete with 18” Sterling Silver Chain. #12125 (Cross: 1¾” Long) $79

C. Mens Sheepskin Moccasins – Spoil the man in your life with a pair of these incredibly warm and comfortable Sheepskin Moccasins, handcrafted by the Huron Indians of Quebec. Rubber soles. #7398 (Specify Size: 8, 9, 10, 11 or 12) $119

D. Horse, Follow Closely: Native American Horsemanship – Horse and rider are one. Theirs is a relationship of trust, harmony, and respect born of a way of life that is all but lost. One man puts it within our grasp again. In this magnificent book, GaWaNi Pony Boy illustrates the traditional training methods — methods that are steeped in common sense and the age-old wisdom of his ancestors, America’s first great horsemen. The stunning full-color photographs by renowned European photographer Gabrielle Boiselle and the simple eloquence of the text takes us back to the days when horse training was not merely about getting results but about creating a bond for life. An inspiration for riders and a feast for horse and Native American culture enthusiasts, Horse, Follow Closely: Native American Horsemanship forges a relationship with readers that few books can ever hope to achieve. #5287 (Softcover, 136 pp., over 80 color photos) $29

E. Magpie Feather Earrings – Hand-carved and hand-painted Magpie Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only) #11148 (1¾” Long) $49

F. Kitten Selfie Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) #10394 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 #10395 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

“I was very pleased with the prompt delivery. Your products are unique and very beautiful.”
— Diane Robitaille, Dunstable, MA
A. Earth Tone Layered Top – A trio of delicate greens conspires to create this soft, 100% Cotton Knit Top. Layered rounded boat neck adds just the right fashion flair! #8085  S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16), XL (18), 1X (18-20), 2X (22-24), 3X (26) $39

B. Earth Tone Batik Skirt – Gorgeous Cotton Crinkle Skirt is arrayed in the colors of the earth with a subtle, hand Batik print. Hand-trimmed with a touch of lace mesh. Elastic waist for perfect fit. #8086  S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16), XL (18), 1X (18-20), 2X (22-24), 3X (26) $49

(#9862) Earth Tone Layered Top & Batik Skirt Set $83

C. Green Turquoise Dangles – Polished pendulums of Sea Green Turquoise, set in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #11098 (1½” Long) $97

D. Water Lily Knee Socks – These incredible knee socks are unmatched both in design and quality! Warm and colorful and eco-friendly; these unique socks are knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America! #8554 (Womens Small: 6-8; Medium: 8-10; Large: 10-12) $27

E. Wind River – The pure tones of Andrew Vasquez’ flute are backed by a stellar ensemble including Brazilian keyboardist Neto, Greek percussionist Trimis, and Uruguayan bassist Gar-rido. Also featured are special friends Rodney Grant and Rita Coolidge. The result is a percussive and melodic delight! #7270 (CD) $17

F. Indian Booties – Indian Booties are crafted from genuine Suede Leather by members of the Huron Indian Tribe. Available in Infant Sizes only. #7199 (Specify Infant Size: 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6) $45

G. Dogs Speak Shirt – Artist Dean Russo is famous for his bold, abstract portraits of cats and dogs, and his commitment to animal rescue and pet adoption. Show your support with this Dogs Speak Shirt! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL) #10439  Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32

#10440  Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10543 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49
A. Dragonfly Dreamcatcher Shirt –
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10339 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10340 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

B. Raspberry Knee Socks –
These incredible kneesocks are unmatched both in design and quality! Warm and colorful and eco-friendly: these unique socks are knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America! #8549 (Womens Small: 6-8; Medium: 8-10; Large: 10-12) $27

C. Little Girls Earring Set – Charming Little Girls Earring Set includes Butterfly, Zuni Sunface, and Turquoise Blossom Earrings. (Pierced Only) #901 (Sold Only as a Set) $39

D. Hand-Etched Rainbow Pot –
Navajo crafted, hand-painted ceramic horsehair Pot featuring an eye-catching rainbow design. #5613 (5” High) $32

E. The Healthy Southwest Table –
Features more than 100 recipes bursting with taste as well as nutrition. From zippy corn chowder to green chiles stuffed with tuna salad, these savory dishes are low in sugar, salt, and fat and high in beneficial ingredients such as soy, whole grains, and colorful fruits and vegetables. A healthy diet will strengthen your heart, bones, and immune system and reduce the risk of disease. And as author Janet Taylor proves — it can also delight your palate! #5342 (Quality Softcover, 221 pp., 40 color photos) $25

F. Turquoise Nugget Necklace –
Gorgeous, all natural Turquoise Nugget Strand! #3720 (Approx. 26” Long) $59

G. Turquoise Nugget Earrings –
Matching Nugget Earrings.
#1154 (Pierced Only) (1 1/4” Long) $24
(#9310) Turquoise Nugget Necklace & Earring Set $77

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Lavender Gift Basket – This generous Lavender Gift Basket has it all! Each basket contains: 4 oz. Thick & Silky Lavender Cream, 100% Pure Lavender Oil Spray, Lavender Goat Milk Soap, 4 oz. Magical Sleepy Time Dream Spray, and a small Lavender Sachet. (#4014) $79

B. Earl Grey Lavender Tea – Our wonderful house blend of loose black tea infused with bergamot oil and blended with lavender buds, rose petal, and orange peel. Serve hot in the winter and as iced tea in those warm summer months. (#4012) $13

C. Lavender Chamomile Tea – A relaxing blend of lavender and chamomile flowers. (#4013) $13

(#4015) Set of Two Teas: Earl Grey Lavender & Lavender Chamomile $24

D. Lemongrass Goat Milk Soap – All natural lavender and lemongrass infused goat milk bar soap leaves the skin smooth and hydrated. Gently scrub and exfoliate for revitalized skin. (#4017) $11

E. Frolicking Deer Lavender Body Butter – Our rich and luxurious body butter is crafted with beeswax, aloe vera, and oils of lavender, sunflower seed, soy bean, jojoba seed, and chamomile. Use after a bath or shower for lasting skin hydration and the relaxing aroma of lavender. (#4005) (8 oz.) $24

F. Magical Sleepy Time Dream Spray – Use this aromatic and naturally calming blend of lavender oil and natural geothermal waters to spray on your bed, clothes, and body for relaxing sleep. (#4003) (4 oz.) $12

G. Lavender Goat Milk Soap – All natural lavender oil and bud infused goat milk bar soap leaves the skin smooth and hydrated. Gently scrub and exfoliate for revitalized skin. (#4010) $11

H. Pure Lavender Oil Spray – 100% pure oil is distilled from a lavender variety that thrives in the high desert climate of New Mexico. It offers a deep, rich, sweet aroma perfect for relaxing baths, aromatherapy, perfume, cuts and burns, headaches, anxiety, and to help one drift into a wonderfully rejuvenating sleep. (#4008) (1 oz.) $19

I. Thick & Silky Lavender Cream – A smooth and healthy facial, hand and body moisturizing cream concocted from a wonderful blend of aloe vera, vitamin E, and oils of lavender, sunflower seed, jojoba seed, meadowfoam seed and rosemary. Great for nourishing and hydrating dry and sensitive skin, and with its quick absorbing nature also works well under makeup foundations. (#4004) (8 oz.) $24

J. Embroidered Lavender Sachet – Fragrant lavender buds in a white organza bag with a beautifully embroidered lavender motif for the dresser, closet, or car. (#4011) $10

K. Lavender Gift Bag – The perfect gift for your friends and loved ones! Our beautiful embroidered lavender muslin bag includes 4 oz of Thick and Silky Lavender Cream, a 4 oz Magical Sleepy Dream Time Spray, a bar of Lavender Soap, and a small Lavender Sachet. (#4009) $49

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
A. White Lions Love Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10451 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10452 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

B. Green Turquoise Pendant & Necklace Set –
Dozens of hand-strung Green Turquoise Stones anchored with a polished, four stone diamond-shaped Pendant. (Necklace: 21” Long)
#12095 (Pendant: 1⅔” Long) $199

C. Green Turquoise Earrings – Matching Green Turquoise Earrings, set in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #11097 (⅜” Long) $59
(#9972) Green Turquoise Pendant & Necklace & Earring Set $249

D. Inside Canyon de Chelly – Two of today’s greatest flutists, Paul Horn and R. Carlos Nakai, join for a musical exploration through the monumental spaces inside Canyon de Chelly in the heart of the land of the Navajo. Inspired by the moment, by the echoes of their flutes reverberating against naked rock, by the mingling of melody with unfettered wind and water and accompanied by the call of ravens and the distant rumble of thunder, Horn and Nakai create improvisations that are haunting impressions of this timeless place. #7262 Compact Disc $17

E. Zia Quail – Hand-carved by Zuni artisans, this playful Zia Quail is made of Picasso Marble, Turquoise, Jet and Coral and features a Zuni Inlaid Sunface.
#5221 (2¼” Tall) $69

F. Desert Night Desert Day – In Desert Night Desert Day children are introduced to a world of cottontail rabbits, elf owls, kangaroo rats, desert tortoises, javelinas, and lizards. Lively verse is perfectly paired with warm enticing illustrations that show children the desert creatures that enjoy the daytime, as well as the critters that only come out at night. A “Field Notes” segment at the back provides detailed information explaining the differences between nocturnal and diurnal animals. #6949 (Hardcover, 32 pp.) $17

Navajo Beaded Watches – Intricate and colorful hand-beading on genuine Leather straps sets off this pair of Navajo Beaded Watches. (Quartz Movement)

G. (#4270) Navajo Ladies Beaded Watch $49
H. (#4271) Navajo Mens Beaded Watch $59

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723

D
A. Broken Silence Shirt –
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10503 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10504 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10544 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

B. Mens Turquoise Inlay Watch –
Sleeping Beauty Turquoise inlaid in Sterling Silver.
#4235 (Quartz Movement) $189

C. Ladies Turquoise Inlay Watch –
The delicate blue of Sleeping Beauty Turquoise inlaid in Sterling Silver.
#4236 (Quartz Movement) $147

D. Turquoise Dangles –
Polished pendulums of Kingman Turquoise, set in Sterling Silver.
(Pierced Only)
#11085 (1 1/8" Long) $97

E. Opal Inlay Earrings –
Iridescent pieces of lab Opal set in Sterling Silver.
#11029 (1/8" Long) (Pierced Only) $79

F. Opal Inlay Pendant –
Matching Inlay Pendant, complete with 16" Sterling Silver Chain.
#12028 (1/8" Long) $84

G. Leopard Marble Bison –
Direct from the Zuni Pueblo comes this handsome hand-fashioned Bison, made of striking Leopard Marble.
#5219 (2 1/4" Long) $79

H. Whispers Of The Wolf – “Ahrooooooo” went the cry. It was the call of the wolf pack. A young boy named Two Birds heard it, and so did his wolf. Two Birds had found the abandoned wolf pup, and they had grown up together. Now, the wild was calling, and Two Birds had a choice to make. Struggling with a mix of emotions, he must decide whether his love for the wolf is greater than his need to be near it. Will Two Birds learn to let go — not just of the wolf, but also of his own fears? Whispers of the Wolf is a beautiful picture book set around 500 years ago among the Pueblo Indians of the desert Southwest. A heart-warming piece of historical fiction, it weaves together themes of community, tradition, self-esteem, and respect for all life, creating a realistic portrait of a culture that continues to exert a vibrant, living influence today. Beautifully illustrated by Rosemary Lonewolf, an American Indian artist of the Santa Clara Pueblo Tribe.
#5378 (Hardcover, 40 pages) $17

I. Serenity Cat – The picture of self-satisfaction, you can almost hear the purr of this felicitous feline. Hand-carved from solid Ironwood in Mexico.
Small Cat Sculpture – #5022 (5" High) $35
Large Cat Sculpture – #5041 (6 1/2" High) $49
I. Sunlit Soulmates Shirt –
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10459 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10460 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10540 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

Midnight Blue Inlay Jewelry
Elegantly modern, this Midnight Blue Jewelry features two complementary Turquoise Stones alongside deep blue Lapis, inlaid in rich Sterling Silver settings.

A. Triangle Earrings –
#11162 (Pierced Only) $72
B. Triangle Pendant – (#12151) $49
C. Link Bracelet – (#3325) $412
D. Tapered Bracelet – (#3323) $262
E. Wide Bracelet – (#3324) $472
F. Bald Eagle Carving – The legendary Bald Eagle is handsomely captured in this Zuni hand-carved fetish of black and white marble with piercing turquoise eyes.
#5217 (1 1/2” Long) $49

G. Blue Jay Feather Earrings – Hand-carved and hand-painted Blue Jay Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only) #2183 (1 1/8” Long) $49

H. Horsemanship Through Life – More than just techniques for horseriding, these are principles for a more fulfilling life. Here is a compelling meditation from renowned horseman Mark Rashid on all the ways that the principles we apply in our dealings with fellow humans can apply to our relationships with our horses, and vice versa. Horsemanship Through Life is about awareness, learning, teaching, honesty, integrity, and much more. It is about more than tips or technique; it is about principles to live by. It is about taking ownership of and responsibility for our lives and relationships with horses and humans. It doesn’t take long to read, but will be with you for life. Experience the profound lessons of this nourishing book! #6961 (Hardcover, 206 pp.) $25

ORDER ONLINE
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

“... beautiful Medicine Wheel I just received today. It is beautifully detailed and made of fine quality materials... I am so glad to have received your catalog and I will continue to be one of your appreciative customers.”
- Kathee LoPiparo, Franklin, WI
A. **Sumac Gold Cape** – Elegant black cape features sumac leaves in rich gold leaf detail, adding just the right touch of elegance and sophistication. Step out in your jeans and boots or the perfect evening dress. #8605 (100% Acrylic) $95

B. **Ladies Snowdrift Moccasins** – Hand-fashioned by the Huron Indians of Quebec, these hand-beaded Moosehide Suede Moccasins are fleece-lined and beautifully trimmed with white rabbit fur. Finely crafted quality. #7382 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $99

---

C. **Zuni Marble Black Sheep** – Hand-carved Marble Sheep from the Zuni Indian Pueblo. #5215 (1½" Long) $39

---

D. **Dream Catcher Hanging** – As delicate as a spider’s web, this traditional Navajo Dream Catcher will catch and hold your dreams! Rawhide, feathers. #7090 (4" Diam.) $12

---

E. **Black Onyx Earrings** – When it comes to fashion, nothing beats “basic black.” Polished cuts of Black Onyx, set in Sterling Silver. #11099 (Pierced Only) (½" Long) $69

F. **Sterling & Turquoise Cross Earrings** – Delicate Sterling Silver Cross Earrings with Turquoise stones. (Pierced Only) #2170 (1½" Long) $29

G. **Sterling & Turquoise Cross Pendant** – A simple but attractive Cross Pendant for all occasions. Complete with 18” Sterling Silver chain. #665 (1½” Long) $29

(#9144) **Sterling & Turquoise Cross Pendant & Earring Set** $54

---

“I wish to express my appreciation for the expeditious and accurate response to my recent order. The jewelry appears to be exquisite and will be greatly appreciated by my wife.” — Ralph Kastner, NM

---

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723

---

**74**
A. Unforgettable Journey Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10433 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10434 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

Rhodachrosite & Sterling Jewelry –
The delicate pink hue of polished Rhodachrosite stones complemented by Sterling Silver settings.
B. Rhodachrosite Bracelet –
#3178 (Specify Wrist Size – Add $5 for each full size over 6) $139
C. Rhodachrosite Earrings – #1061 (1” Long) (Pierced Only) $59
D. Rhodachrosite Ring – #5535 (Specify Ring Size) $45

E. Old World Tin Cross –
Add a little Old World Spanish flair to that special room in your home with this hand-stamped Old World Tin Cross. #8571 (9” x 12”) $48

F. The Mighty Colorado River – Here is your chance to take a trip down one of the world’s great rivers from its first trickle to its broad delta. Remarkable photographs show the West’s natural wonders, tracing the Colorado River and its major tributary, the Green River, from beginning to end. The rivers flow through many habitats from treeless tundra to coastal desert, encompassing millions of years of geological history. On their way to the sea, the Colorado and the Green bend through more than a dozen national parks, monuments, wildlife refuges, and recreation areas, and nourish wildlife from majestic moose to fifty-pound trout to tiny lizards. Enjoy descriptions of river communities and some of the best fishing holes and recreation areas along the way, as well as facts about glaciers, dinosaurs, miners, and mountain men. Ride along (staying dry all the way) through the vast Colorado River Basin, which covers more land area than Spain and Portugal combined, and of course through the unforgettable colors and vistas of the grandest canyon on earth.
#6953 (Softcover, 100 pp. large format) $19

G. Smiling Grandmother Kachina – The Grandmother Kachina, also known as Mother Earth, is the mother of all kachinas. Her doll is often given to the very young as a first gift. Her colorful personality allows her the opportunity to offer food to the children and then pour water over their heads as a blessing for a happy life. Hand-carved from aspen and fixed on a cedar pedestal, this spectacular Kachina is hand-painted down to the smallest detail and adorned with rabbit fur and deerskin. Authentic Navajo-crafted, complete with artisan’s signature.
#8396 (Approx. 12” Tall) $109

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. A Tribute to Johnny Cash – Native American singer Floyd Red Crow Westerman has crafted this moving tribute album in honor of Johnny Cash. Includes "Ring of Fire," "Walk the Line," "Sunday Mornin' Comin' Down" and 10 more! "I think Johnny Cash would be especially proud of this tribute album: Not just because of his high regard for Floyd Red Crow Westerman or his own life-long identification with Native Americans and commitment to their cause, but because it is such a respectful, loving portrayal of the man's work. Floyd's deep, powerful voice resonates with the truth. I had no idea he could sound so much like John." — Kris Kristofferson (#9036) Compact Disc $17

B. Bitter Tears: Ballads of the American Indian – Stripped down, classic Johnny Cash album of American Indian ballads told from the viewpoint of the Indians themselves. (5-Star Rating on Amazon!) (#9037) Compact Disc $15

(#9881) Set of Both Johnny Cash Compact Discs $29

C. Painted Ponies Wall Hanging – Accent your favorite room with this magnificent solid metal Wall Hanging depicting a string of Painted Ponies in a splash of colors from purples and blues to browns and tans. Metal is finished with a high-quality, colorful fusion finish. Please Note: This item cannot be shipped to a PO Box. #7868 (30" Long) $119

D. Square Inlay Pendant – Elegantly intricate Pendant is composed of Turquoise, Jet, Gaspeite and three different colors of Spiney Oyster, all inlaid in Sterling Silver. (16" Chain) #12015 (1/2" Long) $99

E. Square Inlay Earrings – Matching Inlay Earrings in Sterling Silver. #11005 (1/2" Long) (Pierced Only) $119 (#9664) Square Inlay Pendant & Earring Set $209

F. Ladyfinger Earrings – Sleeping Beauty Turquoise inlaid in Sterling Silver. #1239 (Pierced Only) (2" Long) $145

G. Ladyfinger Pendant – Matching Pendant of Sleeping Beauty Turquoise in Sterling Silver. #3872 (With 18" Sterling Chain.) $89 (#9467) Ladyfinger Earring & Pendant Set $227

H. My Favorite Breed Shirt – Artist Dean Russo is famous for his abstract portraits of cats and dogs, and his commitment to animal rescue. Show your support with this Rescue Shirt! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL) #10533 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 #10534 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10562 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49
Each year at Christmas, we deliver over 1,500 Christmas Food Baskets to needy Indian families on the surrounding reservations. These baskets are nothing fancy, just basic food items to feed a family of four for about a week. The baskets include a turkey, stuffing, potatoes, rice, flour, raisins, and over a dozen other basic food items. To find out how you can donate one of these wonderful Christmas Food Baskets to a needy Native American family in the name of one of your friends or relatives, be sure to read our letter on pages 50-51!

**Warm-Me-Up Blanket Wraps** – With just a few quick snaps and the pull of a zipper, this plush, oversized blanket becomes a personal Wrap! The ultimate Two In One — Use as a Blanket or wear as a Robe! Super soft, cozy, and warm. (60” x 65”) (90% Acrylic/10% Polyester)

A. Sierra Wrap – (#8211) $54  
B. Saguaro Wrap – (#7942) $54

**C. Dueling Bison Sculpture** – Preserving a traditional art form pioneered by the Seri Indians, this amazing Dueling Bison Sculpture has been hand-carved from dense Ironwood by native artists still working and dwelling in the Sonoran Desert of northern Mexico. #5054 (Approx. 5” Long) $45

**D. Spotted Eagle Feather Earrings** – Spectacular hand-carved and hand-painted Spotted Eagle Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only) #11079 (2” Long) $49

**E. Abyssinian Cat Shirt** – Artist Dean Russo is famous for his bold, abstract portraits of cats and dogs, and his commitment to animal rescue and pet adoption. Show your support with this Abyssinian Cat Shirt! (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL)  
#10390 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32  
#10391 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24  
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!  
#10424 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

**ORDER NOW**  
800-504-2723
E. Ladies Huron Spirit Boots – These marvelously crafted Ladies Huron Spirit Boots are lovingly crafted, one pair at a time, by the Huron Indian Tribe in Quebec, Canada! These stylish Boots are made of genuine handcrafted Cowhide Leather and are finished with durable rubber soles. Elegance and comfort combined!

#7147 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $129

---

Skate Park

In a remote reservation community forgotten by most of the world, the extreme conditions are everywhere apparent. The inspiration for a decent and safe skate park has come from our young people. In an environment filled with poverty, abuse, and sometimes despair, the young Native Americans in our region are often unable to just be kids. Many turn to skateboarding for creativity and comradesy. And so we were excited to take on this project and because of the generosity of donors like you – we brought it to completion in 2017, creating an exciting local outlet right here in Gallup for our young people!

---

B. Butterfly Artlite – Spectacular Butterfly Artlite Candle Holder is made of solid, high-quality metal, with a color fusion finish! Comes complete with Candle! #6324 (8” x 5” x 3”) $22

---

C. Jet Black Bear – This highly polished Bear is made of solid Jet and has been painstakingly hand-etched with an intricately detailed design on both sides – evoking the whaler’s art of scrimshaw. #5133 (Approx. 3” Long) $129

---

D. Anasazi Beans – Thousands of years ago, the Anasazi Indians (“Cliff-Dwellers”) grew this beautiful maroon and white bean as one of their main sources of food. Now you can cook with this very same bean used by the ancient Cliff-Dwellers! #790 (16 oz. Bag, with Recipes) $9

Cliff Dweller Bean Soup Mix – Tasty Bean Soup Mix (not pictured) includes a mixture of Anasazi Beans, Lima Beans, Pinto Beans, and Dried Peas combined with a Spice Packet to create a delicious Bean Soup! #791 (14 oz. Bag, with Recipes) $7

---

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723

---

A. Owl Kachina – The Owl Kachina is a symbol of wisdom and intelligence and is an excellent hunter. He is also beneficial to crops because of his destruction of harmful rodents. Hand-carved from aspen and fixed on a cedar pedestal, this spectacular Kachina is hand-painted down to the smallest detail and adorned with rabbit fur and deerskin. Authentic Navajo-crafted, complete with artisan’s signature and Navajo census number. #8401 (Approx. 12” Tall) $89

---
A. **The Trail Of Tears** – This deeply moving, high-definition feature DVD documents the forced removal in 1838 of the Cherokee Nation from the southeastern United States to Oklahoma. The Jacksonian policy of removal led to a brutal, cross-country trek in which nearly a quarter of the tribal citizens died from hunger, exposure, disease and sheer exhaustion. Wes Studi, the well-known Cherokee actor (*Last of the Mohicans*), presents the documentary film, speaking on camera in his native tongue (with subtitles). Noted actor James Earl Jones, who is of blended African and Cherokee heritage provides the narration. They are supported by the celebrity voices of actor James Garner, singer Crystal Gayle, actor John Buttram and former Virginia Gov. Douglas Wilder reading original diary excerpts, while a host of historical experts from major universities provide commentary. #5288 (115 Minutes) $35

**Sedona Blues Jewelry** – Blue Turquoise, Magenta Turquoise and Mojave Green Turquoise mingle together in a delightful combo of polished stones, hand-strung, with Sterling Silver settings.

B. **Sedona Blues Necklace** – #12082 (20” Long) $119
C. **Sedona Blues Bracelet** – #3292 (8” Long) $39
D. **Sedona Blues Earrings** – #11087 (2½” Long) (Pierced Only) $75
(#9948) Sedona Blues Necklace, Bracelet & Earring Set $224

E. **Walela** – Famed recording artist, Rita Coolidge teams up with two other family members on this compelling and inspirational debut, in celebration of the energy and spirit of the family’s Cherokee ancestors. One of our best-selling CDs! #7292 Compact Disc $19

F. **Hummingbird Wall Hanging** – Inject life and color into your living space with this solid metal Wall Hanging finished in a high-quality, color fusion finish. #6316 (12” Long) $39

G. **Crazy Cat Socks** – Wild and crazy felines on the loose! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8523 (Fits sizes 8-11) $13

H. **Keeper Of The Flame** – This mysterious and consoling figure seems to be shielding the hopeful light of the candle from being extinguished. Traditional horsehair ceramic pottery by Navajo artisans. #4638 (9” Tall) $82
A. **Becca Tunic** – Beautiful Becca Tunic is dyed a rich cobalt blue and features a washed look that’s both trendy and comfortable. The Henley inspired V-neck placket is perfectly complemented with a panel of pleats. Just roll up the sleeves for a casual look. (100% Cotton) #8326 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $59

B. **Wolf Tale Socks** – Throw back your head and howl! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8524 (fits sizes 8-11) $13

C. **4-Direction Turtle Earrings** – Charming hand-carved and hand-painted Bone Feather Turtle Earrings feature the 4 sacred directions on the Turtle’s back. (Pierced Only) #11077 (2” Long) $49

D. **Apple Coral & Turquoise Necklace** – #3879 (18” Long) $69

E. **Apple Coral & Turquoise Bracelet** – #3262 (Specify Wrist Size — Add $5 for each full size over 6) $38

F. **Apple Coral & Turquoise Earrings** – (Pierced Only) #1256 (1 1/4” Long) $32

G. **Zuni Badger** – From the Zuni Indian Pueblo comes this ornately hand-etched Badger composed of polished Black Marble with tiny inset Turquoise eyes. #5170 (2 1/4” Long) $54

H. **How Jackrabbit Got His Very Long Ears** – Why does Tortoise move so slowly? Why does Bobcat have such a short tail? And why does Roadrunner fly so close to the ground and not high in the sky like the Eagle? Because the Great Spirit made them special so that they could survive in the desert. *How Jackrabbit Got His Very Long Ears* is a sensitive, original tale that teaches children that each of God’s creatures is special in their own way. #5013 (Hardcover, 32 pp.) $15

I. **Ladies Brown Tall Boot Moccasins** – Marvelously crafted Ladies Tall Boot Moccasins are made by the Huron Indian Tribe in Quebec, Canada! Genuine handcrafted Leather complete with two tiers of Leather Fringe and finished with durable rubber soles. Elegance and comfort combined! #7705 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $159

---

**Apple Coral & Turquoise Jewelry Set** – Fiery polished slabs of Apple Coral interspersed with delicate green Turquoise set off this delectable jewelry set.

**D. Apple Coral & Turquoise Necklace** – #3879 (18” Long) $69

**E. Apple Coral & Turquoise Bracelet** – #3262 (Specify Wrist Size — Add $5 for each full size over 6) $38

**F. Apple Coral & Turquoise Earrings** – (Pierced Only) #1256 (1 1/4” Long) $32

---

**Apple Coral & Turquoise Necklace, Bracelet & Earring Set** $129
"I love Southwest Indian Foundation . . . Customer Service is very friendly, patient, and attentive to customer needs. That is why I give them 5 Stars." — Lynden R, Redlands, CA

A. Basketweave Reversible Sweater — Two classic zip-up Sweaters in one! Comfortable and sophisticated, this contemporary zip-up sweater provides a flattering look that can be dressed up or down. Providing two outfits in one, it can be reversed for a completely different look, making a great travel piece. Proudly made in America! (100% Cotton, Line Dry) #8431 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $124

B. Dream Catcher Ladies Tote — Combining rich patinas of hand-rubbed genuine Leather, the Dream Catcher Tote is the essence of simple sophistication. This elegant Tote Bag is accented with lacing details and a touch of fringe, while a pawn-inspired silver concho completes the look. Each Tote Bag features a back pocket, cotton lining, interior zip pocket, and interior accessory pouches. Shoulder strap included. #7603 (12" x 9.5" x 5") $239

C. Peregrine Falcon Feather Earrings — Spectacular hand-carved and hand-painted Peregrine Falcon Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only) #11166 (2" Long) $49

D. Mercury Dime Jewelry — Capture a piece of the past with these unique Jewelry pieces made of actual Mercury Head Dimes set in Sterling Silver.

D. Mercury Dime Ring #5707 (Sizes 6-9) $59

E. Mercury Dime Bracelet #3314 (Adjustable) $79

(#9046) Mercury Dime Ring & Bracelet Set $129

F. Midnight Knee Socks — These striking knee socks are unmatched both in design and quality! Warm and colorful and eco-friendly: these unique socks are knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America! #8572 (Womens Small: 6-8; Medium: 8-10; Large: 10-12) $27

Mercury Dime Jewelry — Capture a piece of the past with these unique Jewelry pieces made of actual Mercury Head Dimes set in Sterling Silver.

D. Mercury Dime Ring #5707 (Sizes 6-9) $59

E. Mercury Dime Bracelet #3314 (Adjustable) $79

(#9046) Mercury Dime Ring & Bracelet Set $129

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
All children deserve a good education. San Carlos, Globe, Lumberton, Farmington, San Fidel, Laguna, Crownpoint — these are just some of the remote communities in Arizona and New Mexico where our schools can be found. For over 30 years, we have made education a top priority. We have 15 mission schools in and around the local reservations that we support both through school grants and individual tuition assistance. In a depressed and isolated desert region, a sound education is a child’s best friend.

**A Child’s Best Friend**

All children deserve a good education. San Carlos, Globe, Lumberton, Farmington, San Fidel, Laguna, Crownpoint — these are just some of the remote communities in Arizona and New Mexico where our schools can be found. For over 30 years, we have made education a top priority. We have 15 mission schools in and around the local reservations that we support both through school grants and individual tuition assistance. In a depressed and isolated desert region, a sound education is a child’s best friend.

**Number 8 Turquoise Jewelry**

Number 8 Turquoise hails from an old mine in Eureka County, Nevada, no longer in use. Classic Number 8 is something of a legend in the Southwest, the stone marked by a light blue robin-egg color, with a golden brown spiderweb matrix.

**B. Turquoise Inlay Earrings – #11165 (Pierced Only) $129**

**C. Turquoise Inlay Pendant – #12154 (Includes 16” Sterling Silver Chain) $139**

(#9047) Turquoise Inlay Earring & Pendant Set $249

**D. Mens Opal & Jet Inlay Ring –**

Fascinating inlay pattern of Lab Opal and black Jet Stone, set in a rugged Sterling Silver setting.

#5599 (Specify Ring Size) $119

**E. Mens Jet Inlay Ring –**

Intricate pieces of black Jet Stone inlaid in a handsome Sterling Silver setting.

#5600 (Specify Ring Size) $119

**F. Mens Inlay Tiger Eye Ring –**

Mens Ring of Tiger Eye, Jasper, and Jet inlaid in Sterling Silver.

#5597 (Specify Ring Size) $115

**G. Blue Eyed Kitten Shirt –**

(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)

#10198 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32

#10199 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

Childrens Short Sleeve T-Shirt – #10200 (S, M, L, XL) $18

Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10383 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

---

**ORDER NOW**

800-504-2723
A. Out On A Limb Throw Blanket – Ever feel up a tree and out on a limb? Just too pooped to participate? Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming embrace, this whimsical Throw Blanket will make a beautiful addition to your room! This high-quality Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! 
#2920 (54" Wide x 70" Long) $75

B. Out On A Limb Tote Bag – Matching Tote Bag is Jacquard woven to ensure a rich, dynamic, textured look. Proudly Made In America! (100% Cotton) 
#2921 (Approx. 17" x 17") $45

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery of Blankets and Totes.

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723

Turquoise & Silver Beaded Jewelry –
Sky-blue Turquoise stones generously strewn between diamond-cut Sterling Silver Beads.

C. Turquoise & Silver Beaded Necklace – #12142 (19" Long) $239
D. Turquoise & Silver Beaded Bracelet – #3310 (8" Long) $99
E. Turquoise & Silver Beaded Earrings – #11150 (1¾" Long) $29
(#9045) Turquoise & Silver Necklace, Bracelet & Earring Set $349

F. Black Elk, Lakota Visionary – Black Elk (1863-1950), the Lakota holy man, is beloved by millions around the world. In Black Elk, Lakota Visionary, Harry Oldmeadow draws on recently discovered sources and in-depth research to provide a major reassessment of Black Elk’s life and work. The author explores Black Elk’s mystical visions, his engagement with Catholicism, and his previously unrecognized attempts to preserve and revive ancestral Sioux beliefs and practices. Oldmeadow’s lively and highly readable account is a captivating introduction to this Lakota holy man. 
#6958 (Softcover, 256 pp.) $20

G. Raspberry Crew Socks – Cozy and colorful and eco-friendly; these unique crew socks are knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America! 
#8553 (Womens Small: 6-8; Medium: 8-10; Large: 10-12) $22
B. **Hand-Etched Turtle Pot** – Navajo crafted, hand-etched ceramic horsehair Pot featuring the Turtle.  
#5610 (5" High) $32

C. **Great Ranches of Today's Wild West** – In this beautiful coffee-table sized edition, veteran travel writer Mark Bedor takes the reader on a journey through twenty of the great ranches of today's Wild West. With over 200 stunning full-color photographs, reading *Great Ranches of Today's Wild West* is almost as good as being there! Take a horseback ride through the snowy woods at Vista Verde Ranch in Steamboat Springs, Colorado, or follow in the footsteps of Butch Cassidy on the Outlaw Trail at Utah’s Tavaputs Ranch—no matter where you set your spurs, this incredible book will open new vistas of beauty and adventure!  
#6962 (Hardcover, 176 pages) $30

D. **Southwest Pillar Candle** – Light up the night with this incredible Southwest Pillar Candle featuring a delicate blend of scents from Pinon to Patchouli to Desert Breeze. Beautifully accented with simulated Turquoise stones. #4491 (2" Wide x 6" High) $24

E. **Golden Puppy Shirt** –  
(100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)  
#10475 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32  
#10476 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

---

**Handmade Treasures**

It's no secret that Native Americans are incredibly gifted artistically. But because of geographical isolation, it's often a problem to find a viable market to showcase their handcrafted goods. So in 1990, we launched the Indian Craft Catalog that you are holding in your hands. In addition to providing a national market for local Indian craftsmen, the profits from this catalog go directly back to the Native Americans themselves in the form of the many philanthropic programs that SWIF sponsors and supports. As we like to say: “Made in America – By the First Americans.”

---

**A. Earthtone & Rust Sweater Jacket** – Richly textured, handsomely crafted Earthtone & Rust Sweater Jacket features button-down cardigan front with twin pockets. (100% Cotton) #8257 (S, M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) $87
A. Southwest Gift Soaps – Set of Four Southwest Soaps — featuring scents of Pinon Pine, Dreamcatcher, Lemon Verbena and Prickly Pear — in a beautiful gold organza gift bag! (Three of the soaps are natural cold process, while the Prickly Pear is a pure vegetable glycerin.) Makes a wonderful gift! ($767) $27

B. Kendra Fancy Tunic – A mere photograph hardly does it justice — you’ll be stunned at the detail that has gone into this exquisite Fancy Tunic! The bodice is covered in intricate smocking while the scalloped hem is accented with subtle, delicate embroidery. Scrunchy, ruched bracelet-length sleeves and vintage-style buttons on cotton voile and mesh complete the classy look. #8300 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $79

C. Opal Earrings – Stunning Loop Earrings are made of synthetic Opal Stones cut and set in Sterling Silver. (Pierced Only) #1048 (3/4” Diam.) $49

D. Opal Teardrop Cross – This beautiful Teardrop Cross is made of synthetic Opal Stones set in Sterling Silver. Teardrop Cross comes complete with 18” Sterling Silver chain. #671 (2 1/4” Long) $49

(#9182) Opal Teardrop Cross & Earring Set $89

E. Big Face Golden Lab Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) #10513 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 #10514 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10549 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

F. Southwest Spice Pak – Sprinkle a little of the Southwest on whatever strikes your fancy with this flavor-packed 3-pak of tastebud pleasing Seasonings: Jalapeno, Chipotle, and Green Chile! ($8745) $19

“The offerings in the Southwest Indian Foundation catalog are beautiful, well crafted and well priced.” — Michelle H, Pattersonville, NY

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Ladies Ebony & Turquoise Moccasins – Crafted one pair at a time by the Huron Indians in Quebec, Canada these cozy, comfortable Ladies Moccasins feature rich ebony-dyed Leather accented with bold, turquoise-colored beads! #7146 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $79

B. Hummingbird Figurine Vase – From Navajo artist, Paul Lansing, comes this richly detailed hand-etched ceramic Vase, featuring a Hummingbird sipping nectar from a desert flower. Intricate geometric figures on back. #5633 (6” Tall) $149

C. Zuni Pink Pig – Whimsical Pink Pig hand-carved from Dolomite with Turquoise Eyes, direct from the Zuni Pueblo. #5203 (1 1/2” Long) $49

D. Bear Claw Jewelry – The mythical power of the noble Bear looms large in Indian folklore. Show your solidarity with this delicately distinctive Sterling and Turquoise Jewelry Set.

D. Bear Claw Pendant – Complete with an 18” Sterling Silver chain. #410 (5/8” Long) $29

E. Bear Claw Link Bracelet – #320 (7” Long) $54

F. Bear Claw Earrings – #100 (5/8” Long) $24

(#984) Bear Earring, Pendant & Bracelet Set $99

G. Sterling Silver Baby Spoon – #700 (4” Long) $59

H. Sterling Silver Baby Fork – #701 (4” Long) $59

(#914) Sterling Silver Baby Spoon & Fork Set $112

I. Patriotic Buck Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)

#10521 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32

#10522 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!

#10553 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
A. Dusty Mauve Leather Moccasins – From the Huron Indian Tribe in Quebec, Canada come these marvelously crafted Ladies Moccasins! Dyed a Dusty Mauve, these Ladies Moccasins are made from genuine Leather with hand-beaded decorations and finished with durable rubber soles. The last word in comfort and warmth! #7703 (Specify Size: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10) $99

B. Ironwood Bear Sculpture – Long revered in Indian legend and lore, the majestic Bear has received a fitting and handsome tribute with this painstakingly rendered Bear Sculpture, hand-carved from Ironwood. Handmade in Mexico.
Small Bear – #5152 (5" Long) $35
Large Bear – #5042 (6" Long) $49

C. Feline Faeries Scarf – Laurel Burch is the creator of this fanciful Cat Scarf featuring flying Feline Faeries tumbling and vaulting through space! #797 (53" x 11") $32

D. Feline Friends Tote Bag – Fabulous Feline Felicity! Everyone around you will be purring their compliments when they see you walking by with this incredible Feline Friends Tote Bag! This one-of-a-kind Tote Bag is the creation of celebrated designer Laurel Burch. Includes inner zipped compartment. (15" x 15" x 5") #7345 (100% Cotton) $39

E. Exotic Flora Socks – Knock everyone else’s socks off with these Exotic Flora Socks! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8534 (Fits sizes 9-11) $13

Wolf at the Door

Winters in the high desert can be brutal. That’s why we created our Stove Program, whereby we install safe, efficient Combination Wood/Coal Stoves for needy individuals and families on the surrounding reservations. Our Navajo crew works year-round installing these combination stoves, ensuring that no one is left out in the cold. To find out how you can donate one of these wonderful Combination Stoves to a needy Native American family in the name of one of your friends or relatives, be sure to read the letter on pp. 50-51 in this handcraft catalog!

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723

ORDER ONLINE
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
For over three decades, the Southwest Indian Foundation has worked closely with the local Battered Families shelters. Sadly, domestic violence is a fact of life. Our work with Battered Families has its focus on relocating those who have been traumatized by domestic violence. This often involves expenses in the areas of rent assistance, utilities, and transportation. For mothers and children, a secure haven from a threatening situation is the most important gift of all.

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

Order Now
800-504-2723

A. Noah's Ark Nursery Blanket – This delightful Noah's Ark Throw Blanket makes the perfect addition to your nursery or small child's room! Proudly woven in America using advanced Jacquard weaving techniques, producing a depth and texture not found in traditional home decor. #2925 (35" x54") $59

B. Cowboy Days Blanket – With visions of boots, hats, horse-shoes, steers and cactuses, this colorful Throw Blanket is sure to delight the little cowpoke in your life! Proudly woven in America using advanced Jacquard weaving techniques, producing a depth and texture not found in traditional home decor. #2926 (54" x54") $69

C. Baby Firefly Socks – These delightful Baby Firefly Socks come in sets of five (2 pairs plus 1 spare) — so those little toes will never be left out in the cold! Multi-colored and multi-patterned knitted cotton, proudly crafted with care in America with recycled cotton yarn. Eco-friendly! #8555 (Small: 6-12 Months; Medium: 12-24 Months) $24

D. Baby Aviator Hat – These baby hats are about as comfortable and cozy as you can get! Inspired by the full head coverage and chin strap of vintage aviator style hats, these infant hats are fully lined with super soft fleece to keep your baby's head warm this winter. The outside is a brilliant, multi-colored and multi-patterned knitted cotton. Proudly crafted with care in America with recycled cotton yarn, so they're eco-friendly too! #8556 (Small: 6-12 Months; Medium: 12-24 Months) $45
A. Great Whites Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL)  
#10495 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32  
#10496 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24

B. Mountain Bluebird Feather Earrings – Intricate, hand-carved and hand-painted Mountain Bluebird Bone Feather Earrings. (Pierced Only)  
#11147 (1½” Long) $49

C. Gift Horse – An action-packed coming-of-age story, Gift Horse is a wonderfully evocative introduction to 19th-century Native American life on the Great Plains. When his father gives him a gift horse, marking the beginning of his journey to manhood, Flying Cloud and the horse, Storm, spend their days hunting and roughhousing with the other boys and their horses. But when an enemy raiding party steals his beloved Storm, Flying Cloud faces the ultimate rite of passage. He must join the rescue party and earn the right to wear the shirt of a warrior. Bold, colorful artwork inspired by the style of the early Plains Indians illustrates the day-to-day life of the Lakota and tells the story of a boy accepting the challenges of manhood. An author’s note gives a brief history of the Lakota and explains the traditions discussed in the story.  
#5370 (Hardcover, 36 pages) $18

D. Kingman Turquoise Inlay Knives – These showcase collector’s Knives are painstakingly inlaid with gorgeous Kingman Turquoise by Navajo artisans.  
D. #5962 Kingman Turquoise Large Inlay Knife (Complete with black belt case shown above) $599  
E. #5963 Kingman Turquoise Medium Inlay Knife $449  
F. #5960 Kingman Turquoise Pocket Knife $229

G. Lady Lace Multi-Compartment Tote – Multi-compartment organizer Tote with 2 side-open pockets and a back zipper pocket. Main compartment has flap with snap closure, and second compartment has zipper closure. Inside has a zipper pocket and open pouches. Shoulder strap with 11” drop. Each piece is handcrafted in Paraguay, one at a time.  
#7566 (12” x 9.5” x 4.5”) $248

H. Lady Lace Wallet – Matching tri-fold wallet with spring snap closure. Full leather inside contains a flap for checkbook, 13 card slots, and 5 compartments. Back has a zipper coin pocket.  
#7567 (7½” x 4”) $98  
(#9048) Lady Lace Tote & Wallet Set $329

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723
A. Crimson Cowl Neck Tunic – Crimson and Black are the dynamic duo of this Rayon Lira Knit, topped by an elegant cowl neck. Double-edged crossover hem and 3/4 sleeve ends, accented with contrast stitching. Wonderfully versatile — dress it up with slacks or dress it down with leggings or jeans. #8295 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $67

B. Creatures of the Desert World – The common perception of the desert is one of lifeless desolation. But in reality, the desert is teeming with life. This enchanting pop-up book from National Geographic is based on the famous Sonoran Desert and features a huge cast of characters including roadrunners, badgers, owls, rattlesnakes, tarantulas, jackrabbits, scorpions, hawks, pack rats, skunks, mountain lions, and gila monsters. Children will be fascinated by this vibrant pop-up book with interactive pull tabs and hidden critters! #5245 (Hardcover) $19

C. Rhodachrosite Ring – #5604 (Specify Ring Size) $89
D. Rhodachrosite Earrings – #11113 (7/8" Long) (Pierced Only) $99
E. Rhodachrosite Bracelet – #3299 (Specify Wrist Size – Add $5 for each full size over 6) $179
F. Rhodachrosite Heart Pendant – #12110 (1 1/4" Long) (Complete with 18" Sterling Silver Chain) $139
(#9991) Rhodachrosite Ring, Earring & Bracelet Set $349


G. Roses Are Red Purse – Scoop-top hobo Purse with adjustable shoulder strap. Inside has a zipper compartment and two pouches. #8185 (13” x 8” x 3.5”) $198
H. Roses Are Red Wallet – Tri-fold Wallet with snap closure; 13 card slots, 5 compartments. #8186 (7 1/2” x 4”) $78
(#9935) Roses Are Red Purse & Wallet Set $267

“...
A. Reversible Raincoat – Our sophisticated and reversible Raincoat can brighten up even the dreariest of days! Soft, lightweight and travel-friendly, this zip-up Raincoat drapes and flatters all sizes and shapes. The roomy hood provides great protection from the rain. Enjoy two looks in one jacket by wearing the sophisticated grey side or the bright and casual red side. Proudly made in America! #8456 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $119

B. Etched Polar Bear – Zuni artisan, Cheryl Beyuka, is the creator of this whimsical, hand-carved, hand-etched Polar Bear made of Fishstone and topped with a Dragonfly of White Shell, Turquoise, and Apple Coral. #5230 (2” Long) $79

C. Leather Concho Cuff Bracelet – Striking golden tan Leather Bracelet accented with a large decorative Concho and turquoise and silver spots. Snap closure has two size options. Made one at a time by descendents of the Guarani Indian Tribe in Paraguay. #7562 (One Size) $55

D. Saffron Crew Socks – Cozy and colorful and eco-friendly: these dynamic crew socks are knit entirely from recycled yarn right here in America! #8574 (Womens Small: 6-8; Medium: 8-10; Large: 10-12) $22

E. Bison Spirit Blanket – Sue Coccia is an award winning Northwest artist, from Edmonds, Washington. She deftly creates intricate pen and ink drawings, meticulously hand-painted with acrylic paints. Her art conveys her deep love and respect for animals, and helps her honor the thread of Native American heritage on her Grandmother’s side of her family. Using a full palette of brilliant colors, a keen eye for detail, and her lifelong love of animals, Coccia has created a stunning body of work. Be sure to look for her signature ladybug, incorporated into every image, representing good luck, happiness and prosperity. This high-quality Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! #8454 (54” Wide x 70” Long) $75

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.
A. Floral Embroidered Blouse – Slip into this elegant long blouse, colorfully accented with vibrant embroidered flowers. Comfy Cotton with dazzling designs on front and back! #8452 (S, M, L, XL, IX, 2X, 3X) $79

B. Mesilla Valley Pecan Halves – From the beautiful Mesilla Valley of southern New Mexico come these delicious, fresh Pecans. Known for their impeccable quality and sweet taste, these savory Pecans are a favorite for baking or snacking! #883 (16 oz.) $22

C. Sunset Blanket Socks – Striking colors and bold designs reminiscent of traditional Southwest Blankets! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8544 (Fits sizes 9-11) $13

Navajo Code Talkers

It was one of the best kept secrets of World War II. For over 23 years, their special mission retained a “top secret” classification. They are the Navajo Code Talkers. The Navajo made an invaluable contribution to the War through the development of the Navajo language as a secret code that proved indecipherable to the enemy. Major Howard M. Connor, communications officer for the Fifth Marine Division commented, “Without the Navajos, the Marines would never have taken Iwo Jima.” We salute their remarkable achievement!

D. Large Longhair Kachina – #804 (10" Tall) $45

E. Small Longhair Kachina – #803 (6" Tall) $27

F. Great Bear Vase – In Native American lore, the bear symbolizes physical strength, leadership, and is known as the "first helper." This spectacular Great Bear Vase is a stunning example of Navajo artistry! Starting with a colorful palette of green, gold and rich terracotta earthtones, the Navajo artisan has then hand-etched each white detail into the finished Vase! #7659 (12" Tall) $89
A. Brenda Long Shirt – Classic khaki long shirt sports a bit of flair with its intricate embroidery on the bodice and at the cuffs. Eye-catching, versatile, and extremely comfortable. (100% Cotton) #8603 (S, M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) $79

B. Three Wolf Night Blanket – This Throw Blanket is so realistic, you can almost hear the mournful howls raised against the silver moon. Proudly woven in America using advanced Jacquard weaving techniques, producing a depth and texture not found in traditional home decor.
#2928 (53” x53”) $69 Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

#11192 (3½” Long) $56

D. Wolf Heart Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL 2X, 3X)
#10507 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10508 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10546 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

E. Ironwood Buffalo Sculpture –
The “Monarch of the Plains” has received a handsome tribute with this deftly rendered Buffalo Sculpture, hand-carved from Ironwood. Handmade in Mexico.
Small Buffalo Sculpture – #5149 (5” Long) $35
Large Buffalo Sculpture – #5043 (6½” Long) $49

F. Zia Duck – Hand-carved by Zuni artisans, this charming Zia Duck is made of Picasso Marble, Turquoise, Jet and Coral and features a Zuni Inlaid Sunface.
#5220 (1¾” Long) $69

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
A. Aspen Twigs Swing Coat – Two classic Swing Coats in one! Geometrically stunning twig pattern can be worn both fall and spring! White pants with the dark side and black pants or skirt with the white side, make this coat a beautiful travel piece all year long. It can be belted, pinned closed or left open for a free-flowing look. Beautifully seamed so the sleeves can be rolled up or left down. Proudly made in America! (63% Polyester/37% Rayon) #8607 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $149

B. New Mexico Gift Basket – What could be better than sending your friends and loved ones a tasty cornucopia of the Southwest! This bountiful New Mexico Gift Basket features 1 lb Salted & Roasted Pistachios in Burlap, 1 lb Garlic & Green Chile Flavored Pistachios in Burlap, 3 oz Red Chile Pistachio Brittle, 2 oz White Chocolate Chunk Pistachio Cookies, 8 oz Piñon Coffee, Green Chile Cornbread Mix, 3.5 oz Chipotle Seasoning, and 3 oz Milk Chocolate Pistachio Toffee—all arranged in a festive Southwest Basket festooned with chiles! Makes the perfect Christmas Gift Basket! (#882) $112

C. Song Of Autumn Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X)
#10505 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32
#10506 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie!
#10545 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

D. Circle of Life Earrings – Adorn yourself with authentic Navajo hand-beaded Circle of Life Earrings! #11194 (2¼" Diam.) $36
A. Audrey Coral Top – Beautifully textured cotton top has buttoned roll-up sleeves and features stunning floral embroidery, making it the perfect addition to your spring wardrobe! (100% Cotton) #8440 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $67

Midnight Blue Inlay Jewelry – Elegantly modern, this Midnight Blue Jewelry features two complementary Turquoise Stones alongside deep blue Lapis, inlaid in rich Sterling Silver settings.

B. Drop Loop Earrings – #11159 (Pierced Only) $82

C. Large Teardrop Earrings – #11160 (Pierced Only) $126

D. Round Disk Earrings – #11161 (Pierced Only) $126

E. Wolf Lodge Throw Blanket – Dramatic Throw Blanket features a pair of wolves as they emerge in a snow-covered alpine meadow—all set in a richly detailed frame. Soft to the touch and providing a warm, welcoming embrace, this wonderful Throw Blanket will make a beautiful addition to your home, cabin or lodge! This high-quality Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! #2928 (54” Wide x 70” Long) $75

F. Wolf Lodge Tote Bag – Matching Tote Bag is Jacquard woven to ensure a rich, dynamic, textured look. Proudly Made In America! (100% Cotton) #2929 (Approx. 17” x 17”) $45

ORDER ONLINE SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723

order now southwestindian.com
A. Libby Denim Shirt – This classic denim shirt sports a bit of flair with its intricate embroidery on the bodice and at the cuffs. Eye-catching, versatile, and extremely comfortable. (100% Cotton) #8602 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $69

Mediterranean Coral Jewelry – Quarried from the Mediterranean Sea, these vibrant Red Coral pieces have been handsomely set in Sterling Silver.

B. Coral Earrings – #11179 (3/8” Long) $62
C. Coral Pendant – #12160 (1” Long) $68
D. Coral Bracelet – #3328 (Adjustable) $99
   (#9049) Coral Earring, Pendant & Bracelet Set $219

E. Red Plaid Bear Socks – Celebrate the noble Bear with these warm and cozy Bear Socks! Cotton/Nylon blend. Machine washable. #8580 (Fits sizes 9-11) $16

F. American Indian “Fandex” – From Aleut to Yaqui, this incredible “Fandex Field Guide” features 50 different American Indian Tribes with full-color die-cut photographs and chock-full of fascinating facts and legends. Makes a great gift for kids of all ages! #5283 (10½” Long) $18

G. Lariats & Lace Zip Top Tote – Zip top tote with secret back compartment! Tote features hand-tooled vegetable tanned dark Turquoise genuine leather with brown leather lacing accents and an antique silver concho. Inside has two compartments divided by a zippered pocket, plus a zipper compartment and open pouches on sides. Hidden back wall compartment has zipper openings on both sides of bag and can conceal a gun with overall dimensions of 9” length by 6” height. Each Tote is crafted completely by hand, one at a time, by descendents of the Guarani Tribe in Paraguay. #7607 (13” x 11” x 4”) (Shoulder Straps: 10” Drop) $219

H. Lariats & Lace Wallet – Matching tri-fold wallet features snap closure, set off with an antique silver concho. Full leather inside contains a flap for a checkbook, 13 card slots, and 5 compartments.
   Back has a zipper coin pocket. #7608 (7½” x 4”) $98

(#9055) Lariats & Lace Zip Top Tote & Wallet Set $308

ORDER NOW
800-504-2723
Legendary Turquoise Jewelry
Rich green and blue shades shot through with a distinctive golden brown spiderweb matrix — these are the markings of #8 Spider Turquoise, discovered in 1925 and mined in Nevada until 1976. These glorious jewelry pieces have been created using this unique stone, set in shimmering Sterling Silver.

A. Kendall Long Shirt – This updated twist on a classic plaid shirt combines bold, beautiful colors that work perfectly with either denim or dress pants. The modest hemline provides stylish coverage. (55% Rayon/40% Polyester/5% Spandex) #8460 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $89

B. Blunt Arrowhead Earrings – #11175 (Pierced Only) $82
C. Large Cuff Bracelet – #3334 (Fits 5” – 5.5” Wrist) $1,495
D. Navajo Yei Pendant – #12165 (2 1/2” Long) $172
E. Zuni Hummingbird – From the Zuni Indian Pueblo comes this charming Hummingbird, hand-carved from green serpentine, with piercing turquoise eyes. #5207 (1 1/4” Tall) $49

F. Mama Bear Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) #10519 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 #10520 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24
Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10552 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

G. Heritage Hills Leather Tote Bag – Hand-tooled genuine Leather; this small gusseted Zip Top Tote features tri-colored buckles and hardware. Inside is divided by a zipper pocket, in addition to having a zippered compartment and open pouches on the side. Each Leather Tote is made by hand, one at a time, in Paraguay. #7611 (9.5” x 10” x 4”) $218
H. Heritage Hills Wallet – Matching tri-fold Wallet with snap closure, back zipper coin pockets, 13 card slots, and 5 compartments. Each Wallet is made by hand, one at a time, by descendants of the Guarani Indian tribe. #7612 (7 1/2” x 4”) $98
(#9057) Heritage Hills Tote Bag & Wallet Set $299
F. Navajo Beaded Arrowhead Dangles – Eye-catching Beaded Dangle Earrings, Navajo hand-beaded. #111210 (2" Long) $32

G. Piñon Pillar Candle & Holder – This unique Pillar Candle gives off a light Piñon scent, evoking a crisp autumn evening amongst the ancient ruins of the desert Southwest. Candle comes complete with a ceramic terra cotta holder. #4982 (5½" High) $24

H. Winter’s Eve Blanket – As dusk descends on the sleepy village, two figures make their way down the snow covered streets... Handsome Throw Blanket is made of 100% Cotton, ensuring vibrant colors and a rich, comfortable feel. Proudly woven in America using advanced Jacquard weaving techniques, producing a depth and texture not found in traditional home decor. #2930 (54" x 70") $75

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

A. Leona Pocket Cowl Tunic – This Leona Cowl Tunic stands out from the crowd with its rich, stylish color combinations, accented with two playful pockets. (63% Rayon/33% Polyester/4% Spandex) #8461 (S, M, L, XL, 1X, 2X, 3X) $79

B. Rainbow Yei Earrings – #11137 (Pierced Only) (3/8" Long) $75
C. Rainbow Yei Bracelet – #3302 (Please specify wrist size; Add $8 for each full size over 6) $149
D. Rainbow Yei Pendant – #12127 (1/4" Long) $75
E. Rainbow Yei Ring – #5605 (Sizes 6 – 9½) $125

(#9617) Rainbow Earring, Pendant & Ring Set $259

Rainbow Yei Jewelry – As breathtaking as a Rainbow in the Desert... Purple, Orange, and Red Spiny Oyster conspire with Blue and Green Turquoise to create this vibrant Rainbow Yei Jewelry, handsomely set in Sterling Silver.

ORDER ONLINE
SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM
A. National Geographic Kids Encyclopedia of American Indian History and Culture: Stories, Timelines, Maps, and More – More than 160 tribes are featured in this outstanding new encyclopedia, which presents a comprehensive overview of the history of North America’s Native peoples. From the Apache to the Zuni, readers will learn about each tribe’s history, traditions, and culture, including the impact of European expansion across the land and how tribes live today. Features include maps of ancestral lands; timelines of important dates and events; fact boxes for each tribe; bios of influential American Indians such as Sitting Bull; sidebars on daily life, homes, food, clothing, jewelry, and games; Did You Know facts with photographs; and traditional Native stories. The design is compelling and colorful, packed with full-color photographs. To help give kids the lay of the land, this reference is arranged by region, and all federally recognized tribes are included. Tribal members representing each region and experts at the National Museum of the American Indian at the Smithsonian Institution were involved in its creation. With nothing comparable available, it is sure to be a valuable resource for kids, students, librarians, and families. #6968 (Hardcover, 322 pp.) $29

B. Feather Turquoise Bracelet – Handsome Feather Bracelet forged from Sterling Silver and beautifully accented with a large genuine Turquoise Stone. #3327 (Adjustable) $179

C. Sterling Feather Earrings – Chic, stylized Feather Earrings forged from Sterling Silver. #11129 (1¼” Long) (Pierced Only) $36

D. Sterling Feather Pendant – Matching Feather Pendant made of pure Sterling Silver, complete with 18” Sterling Silver Chain. #12118 (2¼” Long) $79

#9999 Sterling Feather Earring & Pendant Set $107

E. Turquoise & Jasper Inlay Dangles – Glorious pendulum Earrings featuring intricate cuts of Turquoise, Jasper and Jet inlaid in Sterling Silver. #11111 (1¼” Long) $112

F. Sweet & Salty Gift Tin – Sweet & Salty Gift Tin brings together 10 oz. of savory salted and roasted pistachios with 11 oz. of crunchy, buttery pistachio brittle. It’s the yin and yang of snacks—the perfect marriage of sweet and salty, neatly packaged in a reusable holiday tin! #881 $32

G. Frozen Shirt – (100% Cotton) (M, L, XL, 2X, 3X) #10515 Long Sleeve T-Shirt $32 #10516 Short Sleeve T-Shirt $24 Also Available as a Sweatshirt Hoodie! #10550 (S, M, L, XL, 2X) $49

“I have ordered also for many years from here and the quality is very good. I can also feel that I am doing something good for the Native Americans. They need our help more than ever. This is a wonderful organization.”

– Debby K, Naples FL
A. Stand In The Light: Native Voices Illuminated by Edward S. Curtis – In a perfect partnership, the songs, prayers, and philosophies of eight western American Indian tribes are paired with photographs taken by the incomparable Edward S. Curtis. This carefully curated collection is an inspirational and educational journey of respect for Indian cultures, ideals, and images. The beautiful historical pictures included in this book are by the photogravure artist, Edward Sheriff Curtis. Between 1900 and 1927, Curtis visited eighty tribes across North America and took more than 40,000 photographs, recorded songs and stories, and interviewed tribal leaders. The accompanying beautiful words are the prayers, songs, and wisdom of the peoples included in this book. From father to son, mother to daughter, and grandparents to grandchildren, ancient stories and lessons are handed down through generations. #6970 (Hardcover, 192 pp.) $17

B. Large Navajo Fan Vase – As stunning as a southwest sunset, this hand-painted ceramic Fan Vase features rich greens, golds and earthtones meticulously hand-etched by the Navajo artisan! #7656 (8” Tall) $82

C. Red Chile Pistachio Brittle – Delicious Brittle Candy spiced with Red Chiles! Chock full of tasty Pistachio Nuts grown right here in New Mexico. #880 (9 oz. Can) $19

D. Wolf Spirit Blanket – Sue Coccia is an award winning Northwest artist, from Edmonds, Washington. She deftly creates intricate pen and ink drawings, meticulously hand-painted with acrylic paints. Her art conveys her deep love and respect for animals, and helps her honor the thread of Native American heritage on her Grandmother’s side of her family. Using a full palette of brilliant colors, a keen eye for detail, and her lifelong love of animals, Coccia has created a stunning body of work. Be sure to look for her signature ladybug, incorporated into every image, representing good luck, happiness and prosperity. This high-quality Throw Blanket is proudly woven in America! #8610 (54” Wide x 70” Long) $75

Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

ORDER ONLINE SOUTHWESTINDIAN.COM

ORDER NOW 800-504-2723

Southwest Indian Foundation
P.O. Box 86
Gallup, NM 87305-0086